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1. INTRODUCTION 
(i) The theorem and an outline of the proof 
THIS paper is the second in a series of two, aimed at developing results about the topology of 
embedded surfaces Z in a 4-manifold X using some new Yang-Mills moduli spaces 
associated to such pairs (X, Z). The moduli spaces were introduced in the first paper [14], 
and we shall now turn to their application in the proof of the following theorem. This result 
was announced in [14], which also contains a discussion of some of its corollaries. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X be a smooth, closed, oriented 4-manifold which is simply connected, 
has b+ odd and not less than 3, and has non-trivial polynomial invariants. Then the genus of 
any orientable, smoothly embedded surface C, other than a sphere of self-intersection - 1 or an 
inessential sphere of self-intersection 0, satis$es the inequality 2g - 2 2 Z-Z. 
Recall that the moduli spaces associated to (X, Z) depend on a choice of an instanton 
number k, a monopole number 1 and a real number a E (0, )); we denote them by M f,,(X, Z). 
(In addition they depend on a choice of a Riemannian metric, which we do not build into 
our notation now). Roughly, they parametrize the finite-action anti-self-dual connections 
on X\Z with the property that the holonomy around small loops linking Z is asymp- 
totically 
exp 2Ki 
-a 0 ( > 0 Lx’ (1.2) 
The integers k and 1 (not necessarily non-negative) classify the possible topological types of 
such connections. 
We regard these moduli spaces of ‘a-twisted’ anti-self-dual connections as the natural 
adaptation of the usual moduli spaces Mk associated to a 4-manifold X, and it is therefore 
natural to repeat, in this new setting, some of the constructions which have previously been 
made with the latter spaces. In particular, Donaldson’s construction of the polynomial 
invariants Q.(X) [S], using the moduli spaces Mk, suggests that we should define poly- 
nomial invariants qk,, for pairs (X, E) using the new spaces. This can indeed be done, and is 
carried out in section 2 below: we construct invariants qk,l(X, Z) which are homogeneous 
polynomial functions on HI(X\C). Their degree is half the dimension of the corresponding 
moduli spaces; these dimensions were calculated in [14] as 
dim Mi,, = 8k + 41- 3(b+ - b’ + 1) - (29 - 2). (1.3) 
As in the case of the original invariants qk, one must impose some restrictions on the pair to 
remove problems that may arise from reducible or flat connections. Accordingly, the 
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invariants will be defined only under the condition that b+(X) is at least 3 and with some 
restriction on the fundamental group of X \C. The invariants are, as our notation suggests, 
independent of ~1, essentially because the moduli spaces for different a fit together in 
a continuous family, 
It is not clear, at first sight, what to expect of these invariants qk,!. One might hope that 
they would contain some subtle information about the knotting of C in X. This turns out 
not to be the case: it seems likely that they depend only on the differential topology of X, the 
genus of Z, and the homotopy class of the embedding. We do not prove such a general result 
here (we hope to deal with this in a later paper), but we shall establish a special case that 
arises in the proof of the theorem above: we shall show that, for a special value of I, the 
invariant qk,[ is determined by the polynomial invariant qk. 
The special value of 1 to which we have just referred is the one which makes the 
dimension of the moduli space M f,) equal to that of the ordinary moduli space Mk. 
Recalling that the latter is 8k - 3(b+ - b’ + l), we see from the formula (1.3) that this 
special value is 
1 = $(2g - 2). (1.4) 
(For this part of the argument we will be dealing only with surfaces of odd genus.) For this 
value of I, we shall show, subject o some mild constraints on X and C, that there is a simple 
relation 
%&) = Cqk(U) (1.5) 
for all classes u in H’(X\C). Here C is an integer constant which depends only on the genus 
and self-intersection umber of EC. In fact we shall show that C = 26, though all that is 
important is the fact that C is non-zero. 
The largest part of this paper is devoted to the proof of (1.5). On general grounds, it 
seems reasonable to expect to prove a relation such as this by comparing the moduli space 
Mz,, and Mk in the case that the holonomy parameter is close to zero (so that the holonomy 
on the loops linking C is close to 1). This we shall do by an excision argument, which first 
shows that a relation of the form (1.5) must hold, for a constant C which depends only on 
the geometry of the manifold near Z (and so eventually only on the genus and self- 
intersection number of E), independent of the topology of the remainder of X. This then 
allows us to calculate C by examining quite explicitly the moduli spaces in any one 
particular case; it turns out that the case of a ‘ruled surface’ (a sphere bundle over C) is quite 
tractable, even though our invariants need some modification before they can be regarded 
as being defined in this case. 
Although the proof of (1.5) will occupy most of our attention, it logically forms half of 
the argument. Its proof exploits an analysis of the moduli spaces when c1 is close to zero; the 
remaining half of the argument is to be found by considering the situation when the 
holonomy parameter approaches the other end of its allowed interval, as 01 approaches l/2. 
Considering what happens here, we shall prove a vanishing theorem, which states, in the 
special case that I is given by (1.4), that 
qk,l = o (1.6) 
provided that the inequality of Theorem 1.1 is violated; that is, provided 2g - 2 < C-C. 
One can see the origin of this inequality between the genus and self-intersection umber by 
examining the formula for the action K of the anti-self-dual connections which comprise 
M&. Recall from [ 143 that this formula reads 
K = K(N) = k + 2aI - cr2Z.Z. (1.7) 
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As c( approaches l/2, with 1 given by (1.4) we see that the action approaches the limit 
JC(;) = k + $(2g - 2 - C.C). 
From this, the role of the inequality of the theorem is clear: if the inequality is violated, then, 
for CI sufficiently close to l/2, the action IC(CL) is less than the action k of the moduli space Mt 
with which we can compare Mz,, at the 01 = 0 end of the interval. This provides the 
mechanism for the proof of the vanishing theorem (1.6). 
Taken together, (1.5) and (1.6) provide the proof of Theorem 1.1, since the former shows 
the invariants to be non-zero provided that the ordinary invariants qk are non-zero, while 
the latter asserts that they are zero if the inequality of the theorem is violated. However, 
there remains a problem in that the class u in (1.5) must have support disjoint from C; the 
result itself also carries various provisos (for example, that the genus of E is odd). To 
complete the proof, some elementary arguments are needed to deal with all these side- 
conditions and to reduce the general case to one in which (1.5) can be satisfactorily applied. 
(ii) Outline of the paper 
The sections of this paper are organized as follows. Section 2 contains the construction 
of the invariants qk,[. We do this in a little more generality than is needed for our present 
purposes, because it seems likely that this will be useful. Some material on gauge theory for 
manifolds with cylindrical ends is assembled next in section 3, and this is used in the 
following section to define some invariants associated with these moduli spaces. This 
material is closely tailored to our later needs: the cylindrical-end spaces arise as intermedi- 
ate stages in the excision argument, and we develop ‘invariants’ only for the rather restricted 
situations which arise here; a more comprehensive treatment would be well beyond our 
scope, involving as it would a development of the Floer theory for 3-manifolds uch as circle 
bundles over Riemann surfaces. 
Section 5 contains the excision arguments to prove (1.5) and (1.6): the full statement of 
(1.5) complete with the necessary qualifications, appears as Theorem 5.10; the vanishing 
theorem (1.6) is Theorem 5.11. Section 6 contains the topological arguments needed to 
deduce the full version of the theorem from these two results. Also in this section, we include 
some remarks on other problems coming out of Theorem 1.1. 
At this point in the paper, all that is missing is a calculation of the quantity C in (1.5): we 
need to know that this quantity, which depends a priori on the genus and self-intersection 
number, is non-zero. This task is begun in section 7, where we show that C, though it is 
defined using a cylindrical-end metric on the tubular neighbourhood of Z, can be calculated 
also by considering the a-twisted moduli spaces associated to a ruled surface: a 2-sphere 
bundle over Z obtained by compactifying the tubular neighbourhood fibrewise. As men- 
tioned above, the task will be completed by examining explicitly a particular moduli space 
in this situation, and so extracting the value of C. 
Our ability to get an explicit hold on the moduli spaces over the ruled surface rests on 
the fact that the ruled surface is a Kahler manifold. In general, if X is a Klhler surface and 
C is a holomorphic curve, then it is conjectured that there is a correspondence between the 
connections in the moduli space M”(X, C) (the a-twisted anti-self-dual connections) and the 
so-called stable parabolic bundles on (X, Z) (see section 8 and [13] for a full statement). This 
result would be the counterpart for twisted connections of the theorem of Donaldson [2] 
relating the instanton moduli spaces to stable bundles over an algebraic surface. We do not 
give a proof of this conjecture here. Instead, we deal only with a simplified case, in which the 
Kglhler metric has a cone-like singularity along C, so that X resembles an orbifold. The 
same results, in rather greater generality, have also been proved in [18] and [20]. 
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After dealing with this correspondence in section 8, we turn to the calculation of C. This 
is now a routine exercise. In the end, the fact that C is non-zero can be traced to a simple 
statement about the line subbundles of a stable rank 2 bundle on an algebraic curve; see 
Proposition 9.1. 
There are two appendices to this paper. The definition of the invariants qk,l depends on 
the orientability of the moduli spaces M i,[. This is dealt with in Appendix 1, together with 
some other points which arise concerning the topology of the space of twisted connections. 
Appendix 2 is technical and deals with constructing a particular KHhler metric on a ruled 
surface, having a cone-like singularity along C. This is needed at the beginning of section 9, 
in order to apply the results of section 8. 
There is one technical point which runs through this paper, as it did in [14], and which 
has already been mentioned above in connection with parabolic bundles. This is that we 
shall use, almost exclusively, Riemannian metrics on X which have a singularity along C of 
an ‘orbifold’ type. Thus the normal disks to C will have a metric modeled on the vertex of 
a cone with cone-angle 2n/v, for some integer v. (See the following section for a more 
detailed description.) Such a choice of metric benefits us in two ways. First, from section 8 of 
[14], we obtain a slightly stronger form of the weak compactness theorem for our moduli 
spaces. Second, we simplify considerably the discussion of the relation between our moduli 
spaces and the moduli spaces of parabolic bundles in the Kahler case. Both of these are 
cases where a slight improvement of our existing understanding of the analysis would do 
away with the difficulties; as it is, the cone-like metrics simplify the analysis at the expense of 
a slight muddying of the argument. 
2. INVARIANTS FROM TWISTED CONNECTIONS 
The purpose of this section is to give the definition of invariants &,I for a pair (X, C), 
following Donaldson’s construction of the polynomial invariants in [5-j. Let X be a compact 
oriented 4-manifold, not necessarily simply connected, and let Z3 be an oriented embedded 
surface. We suppose that X is given a homology orientation R in the sense of [4]; such 
a homology orientation is fixed, for example, by choosing an orientation for the line 
where H+ is any maximal positive subspace for H’(X). The assumptions needed to define 
the invariants for such a pair are that b+ (the dimension of Nf ) is greater than 1, that 
b+ - b’ is odd, and that there are no non-trivial representations ofzi(X\Z) in SU(2) except 
perhaps for those where the class of the circle y linking the embedded surface is represented 
by _t 1. The second condition is the same as saying that there are no flat connections in any 
of the moduli spaces h4;,, for a ~(0, f); this condition could be weakened at little cost, but we 
stick with this simplest case. A pair equipped with a homology orientation and satisfying 
these conditions will be called acceptable. 
Next we need to introduce on X a Riemannian metric having a cone-like singularity 
along C. This can be done conveniently by introdu~ng on X the structure of an orbifold. 
Since we will have need of this orbifold structure later, it is worth our while to spell out how 
this is to be done. 
Let IV be a tubular neighbourhood of xc, identified with a unit disk bundle over the 
surface. Let U c N be a patch on which the disk bundle is trivial, Pick a positive integer 
v and let 0 be the v-fold cover of U branched over E. If (r, 0) are polar coordinates in the 
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fibre of the disk bundle U, then (I, e/v) are coordinates in the fibres of 0. This covering is 
unique up to isomorphism, and the isomorphism is canonical up to the action of the 
covering transformations, reflecting the choice of branch for the angle e/v. Together with 
the local coordinates on the base Z, the fibre coordinates (r, e/v) give charts on 6, and we 
use these to make 0 a manifold. Covering the whole tubular neighbourhood by such open 
sets U, we give the metric space N the structure of an orbifold: a space with an atlas of charts 
giving it locally the structure of a quotient of a manifold by a finite group. Outside of E, the 
orbifold structure coincides with the old manifold structure, and as such it extends to the 
whole of X. To within a diffeomorphism of X, the orbifold is uniquely determined, since it 
depends only on the identification of N as a disk bundle. 
Now let gy be a smooth orbifold metric on X; thus, on each v’ there is given a smooth 
metric, invariant under the covering transformations, and these are compatible on the 
overlaps. It is a matter of taste whether we choose to regard gy as a singular metric on the 
original manifold X or as a metric on the orbifold; we shall take the first viewpoint as basic 
and regard the orbifold construction only as a means of clarifying the class of metrics under 
discussion. (An exception occurs in section 8, where we consider the case of a complex 
surface.) 
Since it is convenient o work with Banach manifolds, we pick one orbifold structure as 
above, with some v 2 1, and we let %?’ denote the space of orbifold Riemannian metrics g” of 
class C’, for some integer r fixed once and for all (I = 2 will do). Thus +?’ is an open cone in 
a Banach space. 
Fix a holonomy parameter c( E (0, 4) and let (k, I) be a pair of integers. For each metric g” 
in Gk’” we can now consider the moduli space M z,[ defined in [14]. Our assumptions exclude 
the possibility of flat connections in Mt.,, so by Propositions 2.6 and 2.9 of [14] we can 
choose g” such that for all (k, 1) the moduli space is cut out transversely by the anti- 
self-duality equations and contains no reducible connections. (For the moment, a stays 
fixed). Thus each Mz,, is either empty or a smooth manifold whose dimension is given by 
the formula (1.3). 
Let e = e(k, /) be half the dimension of Mf,,: 
e(k, I) = 4k + 21 - $(b+ - b’ + 1) - (g - 1). (2.1) 
(Recall that b+ - b’ is odd, so e is an integer). We shall suppose that the instanton and 
monopole numbers (k, I) are such that the dimension is non-negative (otherwise our 
assumptions mean that the modulii space is empty). Choose classes ul, . , . , u, in H, (X\Z,Z), 
and let these be represented by compact oriented surfaces (also denoted by ui) embedded in 
X\E. Let N(ui) be tubular neighbourhoods of the Ui. These should be chosen SO that no 
three have a common point of intersection and all are disjoint from Z. Let Wi be the space of 
gauge-equivalence lasses of SU(2) connections on N(ui), and let g: c Wi be the Hilbert 
manifold of irreducible connections. Let Ti + $?F be the determinant line bundle whose 
first Chern class is the basic 2-dimensional class p on .GIrF (see [6], Ch. 5), let Si be any 
smooth section of Yi and let 6 be its zero-set. 
Since the twisted connections in M E,* are just ordinary anti-self-dual connections on 
X\Z, there is a well-defined restriction map 
ri: M” + 93i. 
By the unique continuation of anti-self-dual solutions [6], the image Of Ti is contained in the 
irreducible set W:. Following standard usage, we shall often omit mention of the restriction 
map, and write, for example, Mz,, n K in place of { [A]E Mi,ljri([A].)E K}. 
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The section si can be chosen so that it is transverse to ri on each Mi,,l,, or in less careful 
language, the intersections Mg,,,, A 6 are all transverse. Each such intersection is therefore 
a smooth codimension-2 submanifold of the corresponding moduli space. We can further 
arrange transversality for all multiple intersections 
iV;p,,, A 5, A ... n V,,, (2.2) 
so that each is a smooth manifold ([6], Proposition 52.12). The dimension of (2.2) is 
2e(k’, 1’) - 2c. In Appendix 1 we will show the moduli spaces are orientable and that the 
choice of homology orientation fixes an orientation of each one. Since the normal bundle to 
each K is oriented, the intersection (2.2) is also naturally oriented. In particular, the 
intersection 
Mi., n VI n ... n V,, (2.3) 
whose dimension is zero, is a collection of signed points. 
At this point we would like to be able to assert that, under the assumptions already in 
place, the intersection (2.3) must be compact. However, due to the limitations of the main 
compactness theorem proved in [14], we need first to put an additional restriction on v: we 
must make v large, depending on cl; this is explained in the next subsection. 
Taking the compactness as given for the moment, we can define qk,l by the familiar 
process of counting the points in (2.3), making the count algebraically, taking notice of the 
signs: 
qk,lh ...Y u,) = #(Mf,,n VI n ... n F$). (2.4) 
(ii) Compactness 
Let [An] be a sequence without a cluster point in the moduli space Mi,,. By Proposi- 
tion 7.1 of [14], after passing to a subsequence, we can assume that [A,,] converges off 
a finite set to some limit [A’] E ME,,,,. The difference between (k, I) and (k’, 1’) is accounted 
for by what ‘bubbles off’ at the points where convergence fails (the points where curvature 
concentrates). Thus, with points of concentration xj in X\Z, there is an associated positive 
integer kj, and for points of concentration xi in Z there is an associated pair (ki, li) SO that 
k’ = k - 1 ki - 1 kj 
1’ = 1 - 1 li. 
(2.5) 
In general, we do not have results which give control on the possible values of the pairs 
(ki, Ii) but for large v we are in a better situation: according to Proposition 8.3 of [14], for 
each E > 0 there is a v such that, provided a is in the interval I, = [E, f - E], the pairs satisfy 
the inequalities 
ki + 261, 2 0 and ki + (1 - 2E)li 2 0. (2.6) 
We will call I, an interval of compactness for v under these conditions. 
As was noted in Corollary 8.4 of [14], the two inequalities (2.6) yield 2ki + li 2 0. 
Equality holds only if both ki and li are zero, in which case no curvature was actually 
concentrating and the point Xi may be forgotten. Thus we can assume that the inequality is 
strict. From the dimension formula (1.3) one can now deduce: 
LEMMA 2.7. Suppose a is in an interval of compactness for v. In the weak limit described 
above, let r be the number of points in X\Z at which curvature concentrates, and let s be the 
number of points of concentration in Xc. Then the dimension of M;,,,, (the moduli space in which 
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the weak limit lives) satisjes: 
dim Mz,,,, I dim Mz,, - 8r - 4s. 
Proof The instanton and monopole numbers (k, 1) enter the dimension formula as 
8k + 41. Each point of concentration away from C contributes a drop of at least one to k, so 
lowering the dimension by at least 8. Each point of concentration on C results in a drop of at 
least one in 2k + 1, so the dimension drops by at least 4 for each of these. 0 
Let us return to the definition of the invariant. We suppose v is sufficiently large that CI is 
contained in an interval of compactness, and under these conditions we shall now see that 
the intersection (2.4) is compact. The argument is a familiar one ([S], [6]). Suppose that 
[A,,] is a sequence in the intersection and that there is no convergent subsequence. By the 
compactness result, some subsequence has a weak limit [A’] E Mi,*,,. Let the number of 
points of concentration in X\Z and C be I and s, and let c be the number of the 
neighbourhoods of surfaces N(ui) which contain no point of intersection. Since the N(ui) are 
disjoint from Z and at most two pass through any one point, we have c 2 e - 2r. 
If N(ui) contains no point of concentration, then the convergence is strong on N(ui) and, 
since the sets vi are closed, it follows that [A’] E v. Thus for some set of c indices iI, . . . , i,, we 
have 
[A’] E Mi,,,- n 5, n e.. n Fc. 
Our transversality requirements mean that the dimension of this intersection is 
e(k’, 1’) - 2~; combining the lemma with the above inequality for c gives the dimension as 
being -4(r + s) at most, and thus strictly negative. The intersection can therefore only be 
empty, which gives a contradiction. 
This is as much as we need in the way of compactness results for the construction of the 
invariants, but there is a little more that can be said about the possible pairs (ki, li) arising at 
the points of concentration, and we will have use for this additional information later. The 
extra ingredient is the total action of the connections. Recall that the topological action of 
a solution in Mi,, is given by the formula 
~=k+2al-u’C.Z, (2.8) 
and that the amount of action lost at the point of concentration xi E Z is 
Ki = ki + 2ali. 
If K’ is the action of the connection A’ in the weak limit, then 
K’ = K - 1 Ki - C kj, 
where the kj are the instanton numbers associated with the points of concentration away 
from Z, as before. In particular, since the action is positive, we have 
where K is the total action (2.8). 
0 < ki + 2Crli I K (2.9) 
We have two applications of this inequality. First is the observation that, when a is l/4, 
the lower bound in (2.9) gives 2ki + Ii > 0. This is precisely the inequality which is needed in 
the proof of Lemma 2.7, so we have: 
LEMMA 2.19. When a is l/4, the inequality in the conclusion of (2.7) holds without any 
restriction on v. Otherwise said: the single point (l/4} comprises an interval of compactness for 
all \‘. 0 
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The second application is purely cosmetic, and allows some tidying up of the counting 
arguments which will appear later. 
LEMMA 2.11. For any given a and K, there exists an E such that the inequalities of (2.6) and 
(2.9) together imply 
ki 2 0 and ki + Ii 2 0. 
Proof: Taken together with (2.9), the inequalities asserted in the lemma define a finite 
triangle in the plane. The inequalities of (2.6) and (2.9) define a slightly larger triangle; but 
when E is sufficiently small, the larger triangle will contain no lattice points which are not 
already in the smaller triangle. 0 
Combining this with the previous results, we obtain a close approximation to the 
conjecture stated in [14] as Conjecture 8.2: 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let I be a compact subinterval of (0, 3) and let tco be any positive 
number. Then we canfind a v such that, for all moduli spaces Mz,, having a E I and K I no, the 
pairs (ki, li) which occur in any bubbling offat points of Z satisfy the inequalities 
ki 2 0 and ki + Ii 2 0. 0 
(iii) Independence 
The compactness result justifies the definition (2.4) for the invariants. The following 
result summarizes ome of the properties of this definition. 
THEOREM 2.13. As long as a remains in an interval of compactness for v, the invariant 
qk,l(u1?..*3 u,) defined by (2.4) is independent of a, v and the choice of metric in WV. It is 
independent of the choice of the si and depends on the surfaces ui only through their homology 
classes in X. As a function of these classes, qk,l is multi-linear and symmetric; its degree e is 
given by the formula (2.1). Thus qk,, is an invariant of acceptable pairs (X, C) and is a symmetric 
multi-linear function 
qk,f: ([~I’])” + & 
where [Z]’ is the image of H2(X\,E) in H,(X) (the complement of [C] determined by the 
intersection form). 
Proof Since the proofs are little different from the arguments given elsewhere (see [S] or 
[6]) we shall be brief, concentrating on the points which do not have an immediate 
counterpart in the standard theory. 
The proof that qk,[ is independent of the choice of metric g’ within the space V” is quite 
familiar, following [S] for example, and using the transversality results for the twisted 
connections described in section S(iii) of [14]. 
That qk,[ is independent of the choice of the Si and depends linearly on the homology 
classes of the Ui in X\C is also something which can be proved with no essential 
modification of the usual argument; indeed, the proof presented in [6] can, like the 
compactness arguments, be simplified here, since the trivial connection is absent from all 
our moduli spaces (see [6], Theorem (9.2.12), and the paragraphs following). The theorem, 
however, contains the assertion that only the image of [Ui] in Hz(X) is material. The proof 
of this is fairly elementary but requires some discussion of the topology of the configuration 
space gt,,; we therefore postpone it to Appendix 1; see Proposition A1.6. 
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Now let I, be an interval of compactness for v and let tll and a2 be in I,. To show that the 
values of qk,l computed Using these two Values of a are equal, recall from [14], section 2(ii), 
that there is an extended moduli space fik,[ which, for a generic choice of metric in V”, is 
a smooth manifold of dimension 2e + 1; there is a smooth mapping II from i&l to (0,;) 
whose fibres are the moduli spaces ii4 E,r. We can choose the metric so that all the moduli 
spaces fik,,l, are smooth and free of reducible connections, and we can ask the same of the 
moduli spaces Aitr and fi& This means that al and a2 are regular values of n and that 
7c-l [al, az] is a smooth (2e + l)-manifold with boundary. 
Choose the sections Si so that they vanish transversely on the extended moduli space; 
the cut-down moduli space 
(7r-‘[al, a2])n VI n ... n V, 
is then a smooth l-manifold with boundary. If we also arrange that all multiple intersections 
of the y with the moduli spaces fi k’,[’ are transverse, then the same dimension-counting 
argument as before establishes that this space is compact. (Here we use the fact that the 
main compactness theorem (7.1) in [ 143 is valid for a sequence of connections with varying 
holonomy parameter.) The l-manifold is naturally oriented and its oriented boundary is the 
difference of the point-sets (2.4) for the two values of a. As usual, because the total boundary 
is zero counted algebraically, the two values of the invariant must be equal. 
Finally, consider the possible dependence of the invariant on the choice of v. A natural 
approach to proving independence is to vary the cone-angle of the metric continuously, 
interpolating between the two values of v and using the same argument as one usually 
applies to establish that the invariants are independent of the choice of metric. A difficulty 
occurs with the compactness argument however. The important Lemma 2.7 relies on the 
more refined compactness results from section 8 of [14], and these were proved only for 
integer values of v. (The more basic compactness result, Theorem 7.1 of [ 141, was proved for 
all cone-angles). 
A solution to the difficulty is to exploit the result of Lemma 2.10 for the special value 
a = l/4. This lemma relies only on Proposition 7.1 of [14] and the Chern-Weil formula, so 
is valid for all cone-angles. Since we already know that the invariant is independent of a, the 
special case a = l/4 will settle the matter. 
So let v0 and v1 be two integers, and let g1 be a family of metrics with cone-angles varying 
from 2n/vo at t = 0 to 2n/v, at t = 1. Let M:jf(g,) be the corresponding moduli spaces and 
let 
d&y = (J M:jf(g,) x {t} = 33 x 1 
be the parametrized moduli space corresponding to this family. Let pt: A- + A+ be the map 
which relates the conformal structure [gJ to [go] (here A* are the spaces of self-dual and 
anti-self-dual forms with respect o [go]; see [14], section 4(iv)). The metrics can be chosen 
so that pt is supported in the tubular neighbourhood N 2 C and varies smoothly with t in, 
say, the L” norm. The space JZ is then cut out of the Banach manifold W x I by a smooth 
Fredholm section of index 2e + 1. Transversality can be achieved by perturbing the metrics 
by a modification supported in an open set disjoint from N; the usual compactne,ss 
arguments apply, allowing the proof of independence to be completed along standard lines. 
This completes our proof of Theorem 2.13. 0 
Of the results above, the one that is crucial to our programme is the independence of the 
invariant on the choice of a. In the end, it is of no importance to know a priori that qk,[ is 
independent of v or the choice of the representative surfaces Ui; for the particular cases we 
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consider, this independence can be deduced as a consequence of the relationship we shall 
describe between the invariants qk,l and the Original polynomial inVariantS qk. 
3. MANIFOLDS WITH CYLINDRICAL ENDS 
(i) Flat connections on the 3-manifold 
We now wish to gather together and summarize some of the facts that we shall need 
concerning instanton moduli spaces on manifolds with cylindrical ends. Nearly all of this 
material is drawn from [19], [16] and [15]. 
The complement of C in the closed tubular neighbourhood N is diffeomorphic to the 
half cylinder [w+ x Y, where Y is the circle bundle over the surface. Let g” be a metric on 
N\C which makes it isometric to such a cylinder, and let g0 be extended smoothly to X\Z 
in some way. We shall write X” for the manifold X\Z when we have in mind that it is 
equipped with such a cylindrical-end metric. 
Let E be an SU(2) bundle over X0 (necessarily trivial on this open 4-manifold), let A&‘, or 
&(X0), be the space of smooth connections in E with finite action, 
d = {A(&EL2}, (3.1) 
and let 9 be the group of smooth gauge transformations. The cylindrical-end moduli space is 
then the quotient 
M(X”) = {AE&[F; = O}/%. 
The space d is topologized so that a sequence Ai is convergent o a connection A provided 
only that there is C” convergence on compact subsets and that no action is lost in the limit: 
lim J IF(A = J IF(A) 
The moduli space inherits a topology as a quotient of a subset of d. 
For each t > 0, let I: be the slice Y x {t} of the cylindrical end. The first substantial fact 
about the moduli space is the existence of a limit of the gauge equivalence classes, 
r(A) = lim [A 1 uc] 
f’rn 
for every A in M(X”). This defines a continuous map 
r,,: M--+L%?(Y) (3.2) 
to the moduli space of flat connections on Y. We refer to a(Y) as the ‘representation 
variety’. Note that our terminology differs from [16] for example, where a(Y) denoted the 
space of homomorphisms from x1(Y) to SU(2); our .5%!(Y) is the quotient of that space by 
the action of SU(2) by conjugation. 
We need a few facts about .G@( Y), which we take from [19]. Henceforth we will assume 
that the genus of C is at least 2 and that the self-intersection umber IZ*E is non-zero. We 
shall write n for Z.Z. 
First, with any flat connection we can associate a parameter c1 E [0, 31 as we did with the 
twisted connections: we write the conjugacy class of the holonomy element h around the 
circle fibre as 
The endpoints c( = 0 and 0: = $ must now be included; they correspond to the case that the 
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holonomy is 1 or - 1 respectively. For flat connections, if h is not central, then the order of 
h divides n, so CY must take on one of the discrete series of values m/n, for integral m. We write 
(a) W, for the subset of B(Y) with a = 0, 
(b) a_ for the subset of B(Y) with c( = *, 
(c) W, for the subset of B?(Y) with c( = m/n and 0 < c( < 3. 
Each of these various pieces is a connected component of a(Y). The first part L%?+ is the 
same as the representation variety of C. If n is even then a_ is another copy of %!+; 
otherwise it is diffeomorphic to the space of projectively flat U(2) connections on Z with 
fixed, odd central component. The components W, are different: all connections in these 
components are reducible to U(l), and each component is a copy of the Jacobian torus. For 
each component or subset W c W(Y), we write 
M(X”; a) 
for the subset r-l (9) of the moduli space M. 
The next thing we need is the Chern-Simons invariants of the flat connections on Y. We 
will normalize the Chern-Simons invariant so that for A in M(X”) we have 
K(A) = C.S.(r(A)) (mod l), (3.3) 
where K is the topological action (the integral of tr(F:) divided by 811’). It is a quite general 
fact that the invariant is locally constant on B(Y), and for our particular 3-manifold we 
have: 
LEMMA 3.4. On the various components of W(Y), the Chern-Simons invariant takes the 
values: 
(a) C.S.(B+) = 0; 
(b) C.S.(K) = - n/4 (mod 1); 
(c) C.S.(a,) = m2/n (mod 1). 
Proof: Essentially the same calculation is made in [14]. The formula (3.3) is valid for 
a connection A which is flat on N. Such a connection can also be regarded as a member of 
the space of twisted connections da defined in [14]; and so from Proposition 5.7 of [1’4] we 
obtain 
K(A) = 2d- cr*Z.Z (mod 1). 
(In [14], we considered only the case that CI lay in the interior of the interval, but the formula 
is valid at the end-points too.) The monopole number I is equal to aX*Z, which is m above, 
by Proposition 5.9 of [14]. Substituting a = m/n gives the formula in (c). The cases (a) and 
(b) follow without difficulty. See also [16]. 0 
For a component B c L%(Y) and a real number K equal to C.S.(a) mod 1, we write 
for the moduli space of anti-self-dual connections which have action K and are asymptotic 
to a flat connection in L%?. 
As another point of notation for the representation variety, we write B’ for what we 
informally call the smooth part of the component W. For the components W,, this is the 
whole component, while for W, and a_ it is the irreducible part (which may be the whole of 
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W_ in the last case when n is odd). More generally, W” is that part where the obstruction 
map in the Kuranishi description is zero. At a point p E#, the tangent space to the 
representation variety is the first cohomology of Y with twisted coefficients in the adjoint 
representation of SU(2), a space which we denote by H1 (Y, p). 
(ii) The dimension formulae 
Let p be a flat connection in the smooth part 9’ of a component R c W(Y) and let 
[A] E M,(X”; p) be an anti-self-dual connection asymptotic to p, The deformations of [A] 
within M,(XO; p) are described by a Kuranishi-type deformation theory, based on a space of 
connections which decay exponentially to p on the end of the manifold; there is a deforma- 
tion complex (the “b-decay” complex of [19] and [16]) 
which is appropriate for the problem when 6 is sufficiently small. We shall write HL(X”) for 
the cohomology groups of this complex. 
The full moduli space M,(X”; W) involves also the possible deformations of p. In the 
case that p E W” and [A] is irreducible, the appropriate Fredholm deformation complex can 
be cast in the form 
This is essentially the complex E&4) of [16]. A local model for MJX”; 9) at [A] is given, as 
usual, by the zero set of a smooth map cp from the first to the second cohomology groups of 
the complex. We shall say that [A] is a regular point of the moduli space if e2 is surjective. In 
this case the moduli space is a smooth manifold and its tangent space is the first cohomo- 
logy ker e2/im el. 
What we need next is an expression for the formal dimension of M,(X”; P): that is, the 
difference in dimensions of the spaces in (34 which will be the true dimension of the moduli 
space at a regular point. The formulae depend a little on the sign of the self-intersection 
number n; we will assume henceforth that n is positive and will write the formula as 
dim j&(X”; 2’) = 8~ - 3(b+(X) - b’(X) + 1) + ~(a). (3.6) 
We choose to express this in terms of the invariants of the closed manifold X. Note also that 
8~ is not necessarily an integer. The term q(B) involves an v-invariant of the boundary data 
as well as the genus and self-intersection umber of the surface. To use the dimension 
formula, we need to know this term: 
PROPOSITION 3.7. For positive self-intersection number n, the term q(W) in the dimension 
formula is given by 
(a) W+) = 0; 
(b) ~(a-) = 0; 
(c) q(W,) = -(8mz/n - 4m + 2g - 3). 0 
Remarks. These formulae, or rather, the equivalent calculations for the index of the 
Kuranishi complex with exponential decay, are essentially worked out in [19] (section 12), 
though the results are stated only modulo 8. The mod 8 ambiguity can be resolved by going 
through the proofs, though in the case of(c) the proof is only briefly discussed. We shall give 
an independent verification of(c) in subsection (vi) by using the gluing theorem (described 
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below) to relate the dimension formula here to the dimension formula for the twisted moduli 
spaces Mi,l. An alternative treatment is given in [16]. 
It is helpful to think of the term @‘) as the ‘efficiency’ of the boundary condition 9, 
in that a larger value of v] means a larger dimension of the moduli space for given action. 
In these terms, the next lemma gives the condition under which the components 9, and 
W_ are more efficient than all the components 9?,,,. 
LEMMA 3.8. If the genus g and self-intersection number n satisfy the inequality 
2g - 2 > in + 1, with n > 0, then ~(9,) is negative for all m. Zf the stronger inequality 
29 -- 2 > )n + 2 holds, then n(W,) is always less than - 1. 
Proof We only have to look at the expression in part (c) of (3.7) as a quadratic function 
of m and calculate the discriminant b2 - 4ac, 
42 - 4*(8/n)(2g - 3) = F(n - 4g + 6) 
= T(:n + 1 - (29 - 2)), 
to see that @?,) is always negative under the stated condition. The rider to the lemma is an 
immediate corollary. Note that q(W,) achieves its maximum when m = n/4, which is in the 
middle of its range of validity. 0 
COROLLARY 3.9. Suppose that tc’ I K and let W t W(Y) be any component. if the inequal- 
ity 29 - 2 > fn + 1 holds then the formal dimension of the moduli space M,,(X’; 9”) is not 
greater than the dimension of the ordinary moduli space MK(X) for the compact manifold: 
dim M,,(X”; 9’) 5 dim M,(X). 
Equality holds if and only $ K’ = K and W is either 9, or %?_. cl 
Remark. In the case that W = W_, equality between the actions K’ and K is not possible 
unless n is divisible by 4, because of the Chern-Simons formula (3.4)(b) and the fact that 
K needs to be an integer. 
The corollary above will be useful because it provides a condition under which we will 
be able to exclude the moduli spaces M(X”; 9,) from our considerations, on the grounds of 
dimension. Note that the corollary, like our main Theorem (l.l), involves an inequality 
between the genus and self-intersection umber; but the inequality here is weaker, roughly 
by a factor of two for large n. 
(iii) Transversality and compactness 
The familiar transversality results have their analogues for the moduli spaces in the 
cylindrical-end setting (see [16]). (We now drop the condition that n be positive and 
consider positive and negative self-intersection together.) 
PROPOSITION 3.10. For a generic compactly-supported perturbation of the metric go, the 
moduli space M(X”; 9’) is regular, in that the map e2 in the deformation complex (3.5) is 
surjective, at all irreducible connections. Furthermore, if b’ (X) > 1, or tfb+ (X) > 0 and n is 
negative, then generically there are no reducible connections in the moduli spaces M(X”; W), 
except perhaps for flat ones. 0 
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PROPOSITION 3.11. Let Si be a countable collection of mani,folds with smooth maps si: 
Si + 9’. Then for a generic compactly supported perturbation of the metric go as in (3.10), the 
map rx: M(X”; 9’) + 9%” will be transverse to all si. cl 
So far, we have said little about the inverse image of the singular strata of 9(Y) in the 
moduli space M(XO). The story here is rather more complicated than the smooth case, but 
fortunately, all we need from the theory is a condition which allows us to conclude that 
these singular strata need not enter our calculations later. At first glance, in line with 
Proposition 3.11 above, one might suppose that M(X”; a,), for example, would contain no 
connections asymptotic to the singular strata provided only that the dimension of the 
moduli space was strictly less than the codimension of the strata. (This codimension is 
4g - 6, since W+ has dimension 6g - 6 while the stratum of connections reducible to U(1) 
has the same dimension as the Jacobian.) 
This first guess is not correct, since the local model of the part of the moduli space which 
lies over the singular strata is more subtle and (depending on the sign of n) the formal 
dimension of the fibres of rx may not be the same from one stratum to the next. The picture 
is correct, however, when n is positive: the following result is proved in [16] and [19]. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Let W be either 9, or, in the case that n is even, W_, and suppose n is 
positive. Then, for a generic compactly-supported perturbation of the metric go, the moduli 
space M,(X”; 9’) is the whole of M,(X“; 9) n {irreducibles} when the formal dimension of 
M,(X”; 9’) is less than 4g - 6. 0 
COROLLARY 3.13. If the formal dimension of M,(X”; 9’) is zero or less, the genus of Z is at 
least 2 and n is positive, then for a generic metric the moduli space M,(X”; 95’) contains no 
connections asymptotic to the singular strata, except perhaps for j7at or reducible connec- 
tions. 0 
If {Ui} is a collection of compact surfaces in X\Z then the cylindrical-end moduli spaces 
can, as usual, be cut down by the corresponding 2-dimensional constraints via the restric- 
tion maps. That is, we can form a cut-down moduli space 
M(X’)n VI n ... n v,. 
The usual transversality arguments can be applied to the construction of the k(, and the 
above results extend. In particular, Corollary 3.13 is valid as stated if one replaces the 
moduli space M,(X”; 9) with a cut-down moduli space. 
Partnering the transversality results are compactness results for the moduli spaces. The 
proof of the following proposition follows the usual argument without change: 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Let A,,, be a sequence of connections in the moduli space MJX”). Then 
there exists a subsequence A,,,,, a jinite collection of points xi in X”, and a connection 
AE M,,(X”) such that [A,,] converges to [A] on compact subsets of X”\{xi}. The action 
densities IF(A,,)I’ converge as measures on compact subsets of X” to 
IF(A + 1 Kiev 
1 
where 6(xi) is the delta function at xi and ki are positive integers. q 
This proposition is not the end of the story, since some action may be lost on the end of 
the manifold in the limit; that is, the non-negative quantity y defined by 
K(A,) = K(A) + CC ki) + Y 
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may be non-zero. If y is zero, we shall say that the convergence is strong on the end of X”. An 
equivalent condition is to say that for every E there is a compact subset K and an integer 
M such that the action on the end of the manifold, ~(A,,,lx~,~), is less than E for all m 2 M. If 
in addition there are no points of concentration xi, then we shall simply say that the 
convergence is strong on X0. The first of these two conditions has the following conse- 
quence, showing that the map r to the representation variety has a continuous extension to 
part of the compactified moduli space. 
PROPOSITION 3.15. In the situation of (3.14) if the convergence is strong on the end of X”, 
then 
r(A) = lim r(A,,). q 
(iv) Gluing and m-gluing 
Now let X0, and X0, be two Riemannian manifolds with cylindrical ends isometric to 
Y x [w + and k x Iw + respectively. (Here we will take Y to be the same circle bundle over Z as 
before and Y denote Y with reversed orientation). Let (X, gR) be the compact Riemannian 
manifold obtained by truncating the ends of X 7 and X 5 at Y x {R} and Y x (R} respectively 
and then identifying the two truncated manifolds along their common boundary Y. Thus 
the diffeomorphism type of X is independent of R while the metric gR has a neck of length 
2R joining the two pieces. 
The following two propositions are simple parallels to Propositions 3.14 and 3.15 above. 
PROPOSITION 3.16. Let R, be a sequence tending to infinity and for each m let A, be an 
anti-self-dual connection belonging to the moduli space M,(X, gR,) for the metric gR,. Then 
there exists a subsequence A,,, afinite collection of points (xi} in the disjoint union X0, v X0,, 
and anti-self-dual connections AE M,,(X”,) and BE M,,(X”,) such that [A,,,,] converges to [A] 
and to [B] on compact subsets of X0, \(xi} and XO,\{xi> respectively. There are positive 
integers ki such that the action densities IF,,,, I2 converge on compact subsets of X0, v Xg to the 
limit 
IFAl + /FBI2 + 1 kid(xi). q 
The convergence on compact subsets is interpreted with the understanding that any 
compact subset of X0, or X0, is eventually contained isometrically inside (X, gR) for 
sufficiently large R. 
As before, some action may be lost in the limit: the quantity y may be defined by 
k = k(A) + K(B) + (1 ki) + 7, 
If y is zero we shall say that the convergence is strong on the neck, and if in addition there are 
no points of concentration xi we say that the convergence is strong. Otherwise, we describe 
the situation above by saying that the sequence [Am,] is converging weakly to the pair 
(A, B). 
PROPOSITION 3.17. Zf the sequence [Am] converges weakly to the pair (A, B), and if the 
convergence is strong on the neck, then r1 (A) = r2 (B), where ri are the maps to the representa- 
tion variety a(Y) = S?(Y). q 
For the gluing theorem, we turn the situation around. Suppose that A and B belong to 
M,,(X”,; 9) and M,,(X”,; 9?) respectively, and that r,(A) = r2(A) = p in W c 9(Y). For 
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simplicity later, suppose that p belongs to the smooth part W” of one of the two irreducible 
components, [w + or Iw _. 
For large R, we can make a small modification to the connection A so that it is 
equivalent to the flat connection p on the end Y x [R, co) of the manifold X0,. Making 
a similar modification to B allows us to join the two connections to form a connection A # B 
on (X, gR) which deviates from anti-self-duality only in the neck region. (Since p is 
irreducible, there is no effective ‘gluing parameter’ here.) This construction can be made in 
a family, in the following sense: if U1 and U2 are small neighbourhoods of A and B in their 
respective moduli spaces, and if Ui x,U2 denotes the fibre product 
Ui x,U2 = ((~1, u2)lr104 = r2@2)>, 
then we can form a map 
&: ui x,uz --) z&(X) (3.18) 
to the space of connections of topological action k on X, with k = tc(A) + tc(B). The main 
gluing result comes in two parts [15]. 
PROPOSITION 3.19. Suppose that A and B are regular points of their respective moduli 
spaces, and suppose that the maps rl, r2 are transverse at (A, B). Then we canjnd neighbour- 
hoods Vi as above such that for all R sufficiently large, the map & can be deformed to a map 
@R: ul x,U2-+M,(X,gR) 
which is a dzfiomorphism onto its image. Furthermore, all points in the image of OR are then 
regular points of the moduli space M,(X, g& 0 
PROPOSITION 3.20. Let A,E M,(X, gn,) be a sequence converging strongly to a pair (A, B) 
on X0, u X0,. Suppose that A, B are regular points of their respective moduli spaces and that ri, 
r2 are transverse at (A, B). Thenfor all sufJiciently large m, the connection A,,, is in the image of 
the gluing map @R,. 0 
Contained in Proposition 3.19 is the statement that the formal dimensions of the moduli 
spaces compose according to the rule 
dim M,(X) = dim M,,(X”,; 5%““) + dim M,,(X”,; 9’) - (69 - 6) (3.21) 
when S2 is either of the two irreducible components (both of which have dimension 6g - 6). 
A gluing theorem holds also for the components W,, and the only change in the set-up 
described above occurs because of the S’ stabilizer of the flat connections in these 
components; this gives a l-parameter freedom in the gluing construction, and this gluing 
parameter contributes to the dimension. For these components we therefore have 
dim M,(X) = dim M,,(X”,; 9,) + dim M,,(X”,; 9,) - 2g + 1. (3.22) 
Beware of applying the dimension formulae (3.7) here, as those formulae apply to the case of 
positive self-intersection umber n; in the situation of the gluing theorem, n is positive on 
one side and negative on the other. 
The gluing map OR iS Close to its apprOXimate VerSiOn 6)R when.R is large. More 
precisely, given an open set with compact closure K contained in X0, or X0,, we can compare 
@R(A, B) to gR(A, B) on K; the latter connection is just AJK or BJK once R is sufficiently 
large. In this context we have the following result from [15]. 
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PROPOSITION 3.23. Let K1 and K2 be compact subsets of X; and X;, and let 
be the restriction map (regarding the disjoint union of the Ki as a subset of X when R is large 
enough). Then, in the situation of Proposition 3.19, the maps jo @, approach jo& in the C’ 
topology as R + co. 0 
One of the points at which a result such as this is useful is in cutting down the moduli spaces 
by divisors q corresponding to surfaces Ui contained in, say, X0,. Although it would 
certainly be possible to prove a gluing result such as (3.19) for the cut-down moduli spaces, 
we prefer only to use (3.19) as it stands. This gives rise to the awkward point that, if A lies in 
such a divisor V, then @&4, B) may not lie in the corresponding divisor in M(X), even 
though the approximate version &(A, B) = A #B does. The C’ approximation result 
allows one to say that the geometric intersection of V with the image of OR will be 
diffeomorphic to its intersection with the image of gR, given that these intersections are, say, 
compact and transverse. See section 5(i). 
(v) Combining twisted connections and cylindrical ends: the ruled surface 
We have now discussed two different ways in which the anti-self-duality equations can be 
considered on the complement of a surface: first, there are the twisted anti-self-dual 
connections M&, defined using an incomplete metric, either a smooth or a cone-like one; 
and then there are the moduli spaces M,(X”; 9) defined using the complete metric with 
a cylindrical end. Of course, it is quite possible to have a situation which combines both 
sorts of geometry. That is, we can have a 4-manifold W containing two disjoint surfaces 
Z and Z’ and we can put on W\(C u 2) a metric which is incomplete at Z (extending either 
smoothly or with an orbifold singularity) and has a cylindrical end modeled on Y’ x R+, 
where Y’ is the circle bundle over C’. In this situation we shall write W” for the manifold 
W\C’ and we shall write Ma( W”, IZ; W) for the moduli space of anti-self-dual connections 
which are twisted with holonomy M: at the surface E and which are asymptotic to the flat 
connections of the component W c W( Y’) on the end of the manifold. 
The basic results on transversality and compactness, valid in either of the two situations, 
are still applicable to moduli spaces M”( W”, IZ; 9) which combine both features. For the 
compactness theorem, it is necessary to account for loss of action from three sources: 
bubbling off of action at points of Z, during which both k and 1 may change; bubbling off of 
action at points of W” away from the surface E; and finally loss of action on the end of the 
manifold. The gluing results described in the previous subsection will also extend without 
essential change to incorporate the additional embedded surface. 
The sort of moduli space just discussed will be considered in this paper only for one 
particular type of manifold W, a ruled surface over C. If Vis a complex line bundle of degree 
n over C, then the ruled surface W is the manifold obtained by adding a single point at 
infinity to each fibre of V, thus W is sphere bundle over Z. The ruled surface contains two 
distinguished copies of Z, namely the zero section of the bundle Vand the section at infinity. 
We shall refer to these usually as Z and E’; their self-intersection umbers are n and -n 
respectively. The manifold W” = W\E’ can be identified with the original line bundle 
V and will be equipped with a metric which has a cylindrical end at infinity and has an 
orbifold singularity along the zero-section I: with cone-angle 27rlv. 
Since the monopole number 1 of a twisted connection is determined by the data in the 
neighbourhood of E, there is no problem in distinguishing the monopole number for the 
moduli spaces M”( W”, E; 9) on the cylindrical-end manifold. For the instanton number, we 
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have to make a choice of some convention for our notation. In the cylindrical-end setup 
described in the previous subsection, we indexed the moduli spaces by the total action K, 
with the understanding that K = C.S.(&?) (mod 1) if the moduli space &(X0; W) is to be 
non-empty. This is not a good choice when there is an embedded surface with non-trivial 
holonomy, since the twisting contributes a quantity 20~1 + a’Z*C to the total action. We 
shall therefore adopt the convention that Mz,,( W’, C; 9) denotes the moduli space of 
twisted connections with total action 
K(A) = r + 2crl- c?C.Z. (3.24) 
This convention still ensures that T = C.S.@) (mod l), which is independent of ~1. In 
particular, when 9 = W, (the case we are most concerned with), r will be an integer, and in 
this case we shall usually write k instead. The need for these notations will not arise 
sufficiently often to cause much confusion. 
(vi) The index formula 
As promised, we shall end this section with a proof of the dimension formula (3.7)(c). Let 
X” = X\C be a manifold with cylindrical end Y x R+ and let A be a connection in 
M,(X”; a,). Let p = r(A) be the limiting flat connection in W,. As in the previous section 
let W” be the line bundle over E, with cylindrical end Y’ x R+, containing C as the 
zero-section. Because W’\Z contracts onto Y’, which is diffeomorphic to Y with reversed 
orientation, the flat connection p defines a flat connection B on W” \ E:, and this connection 
defines a point in the moduli space M”( W”, YE:; 9,) of cl-twisted anti-self-dual connections 
asymptotic to the component &?,,,. Here a is m/n, the monopole number 1 for the connection 
B is m (see [14], Proposition 5.9 again), and since B has zero action the formula (3.24) gives 
t = -m2/n, so 
BEM: m~,n,m(W”~ z %I). (3.25) 
LEMMA 3.26. The formal dimension of the moduli space (3.25) is 2g - 2 ifthe selfintersec- 
tion number n is positive, and 2g - 1 if n is negative. 
Proof of 3.7(c), assuming the lemma. The manifolds X” and W” can be joined on their 
cylindrical ends, and the gluing construction provides a grafted connection A #B. (We are 
not really interested in whether this approximate anti-self-dual connection can be deformed 
to an anti-self-dual one; the question is not material for the index calculation, in which we 
work quite formally.) Since the closed manifold formed from X” and W” is diffeomorphic to 
the original X, we can regard A # B as an a-twisted connection on the closed pair (X, ZZ). Its 
instanton and monopole numbers are K + r = IC - m’jn and m respectively. From the 
dimension formula for the a-twisted moduli spaces, we obtain the formal dimension of the 
moduli space corresponding to the topological type of A #B as 
dim Mk,JX, C) = 8k + 41 - 3(b+ - b’ + 1) - (29 - 2) 
= 81~ - (8m2/n - 4m) - 3(b+ - b’ + 1) - (29 - 2). 
Combining this formula with the previous lemma, we obtain from the gluing result (3.22) 
dim M,(X”; 9,) = dim M,JX, C) - dim M$( W”, Z) + 2g - 1 
= 8~ - 3(b+ - b’ + 1) - (8(m2/n) - 4m + 2g - 3) 
if n is positive. This is the formula predicted in (3.7). 0 
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Proof of3.26. The formal dimension of this moduli space at B can be written as 
where the 2g comes from the dimension of W,, the 1 is the dimension of Hi since B is 
reducible to S’, and Id is the index of an exponentially weighted deformation complex, for 
a small positive weight 6 (see [19], [16]). 
We are free to make a convenient choice of metric for the index calculation, so we choose 
a cone-like singularity with cone-angle 271/v, where v is some multiple of (nl. We can then 
pass to the (n/-fold branched cover of W”, branched along E. We call the covering space I@‘; 
it is a line bundle of degree + 1, according to the sign of n. 
The connection B can be regarded as an orbifold connection on W”, and lifts to a trivial 
bundle on I@‘. We can write the adjoint bundle of this trivial bundle as R 0 @, so that the 
covering transformation acts trivially on the Iw summand and with weight m on the 
@ summand. To calculate the index Id, we need only calculate the invariant part of the 
cohomology of the exponentially weighted deformation complex with these trivial coeffic- 
ients on I@‘. With coefficients IF!, this complex has trivial Ho and H’, while HZ is the space 
of self-dual, harmonic, L2 2-forms, which has dimension 0 or 1 according as n is negative or 
positive. The covering transformation clearly acts trivially on this space, so we find that Id is 
0 or - 1, depending on the sign of n. This is the desired result. 0 
Remark. The dimension formula can, of course, be arrived at from many directions. We 
have chosen the above route because it turns up an interesting point concerning the 
comparison of the dimension formulae for the cylindrical-end and twisted moduli spaces. In 
the argument given, we started with a connection A on the cylindrical-end space X”, and 
formed a twisted connection A # B on the pair (X, E) by attaching a flat connection B. What 
we have done is to compare the formal dimensions for A and A #B. The proof shows that 
the corresponding moduli spaces differ in dimension by the quantity la; so when 
the self-intersection umber is negative, the two dimensions are equal, while in the positive 
case the dimension of the twisted moduli space is one less, due to the self-dual harmonic 
form on W”. 
4. INVARIANTS FROM CYLINDRICAL END MODULI SPACES 
The Yang-Mills moduli spaces associated to manifolds with cylindrical ends are also the 
source of possible invariants. We describe the two simple cases which we shall use. Since 
these are only needed as stepping stones in our proof of Theorem 1.1, the fact that the 
invariants we define really are independent of, for example, the Riemannian metric is not of 
importance. Indeed, we shall later prove (5.10) that the invariants we construct here can be 
expressed in terms of the ordinary invariants, and their ‘invariance’ can be deduced from 
this, at the same time showing that we have defined nothing new. 
(i) Znvuriunts for X0 
Let (X, Z) be an acceptable pair, in the sense of section 2(i). Assume further that nl(X\E) 
has no non-trivial representations in SU(2). We impose also the following condition, which 
arose in Lemma 3.8: 
Condition 4.1. The self-intersection umber n = C .C is positive and the genus satisfies 
the inequality 2g - 2 > $r + 2. 
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Now pick an integer k and consider the moduli space Mk(XO; 99:) associated to the 
manifold with cylindrical end. The dimension of this moduli space is 2d where, as usual, 
d = 4k - $(!I+ - b’ + 1) (4.2) 
by Proposition 3.7. We shall suppose that d is non-negative and that k is strictly positive. 
Choose closed surfaces in X” representing homology classes ul, . . . . ad and let I’,, . . . . 6 be 
zero-sets of sections of the usual line bundles on the corresponding spaces of connections, so 
that the formal dimension of the cut-down moduli space 
M,(X”; .W+)n VI n es. n V, (4.3) 
is zero. By a compactly supported perturbation of the metric we can arrange that 
Mk(XO; 9:) and all other moduli spaces Mk(XO; 95”) for K I k are regular and contain no 
reducible connections (except for the trivial connection in M,). We can then arrange that 
the intersection (4.3) is transverse and that the same is true for all partial intersections 
M,(X”; 9’) n 6, n a.. n I$ (4.4) 
involving the lower moduli spaces and other components 9 c W(Y). Lastly, we ensure that 
no connections asymptotic to the singular strata in W, or W_ will interfere: using 
Corollary 3.13 we can arrange that whenever the formal dimension of (4.4) is zero or less, 
the potentially larger space 
M,(X”; 9) n I$ n .+. n VC (4.5) 
contains no connections which are not already in (4.4). (Note that Condition 4.1 ensures 
that the genus g is at least 3). In particular, the spaces (4.5) and (4.4) are both empty if the 
formal dimension is negative. 
With all these hypotheses the intersection (4.3) is, first of all, a smooth zero-dimensional 
manifold. From Appendix 1, it is also naturally oriented, and the question of compactness i
addressed in the next lemma: 
LEMMA 4.6. If k is sufficiently large that the dimension 2d exceeds 4k, the intersection (4.3) 
is compact. 
Proof Let Ai be a sequence in the intersection (4.3) converging weakly to some A. Let 
6 be the number of units of charge which is lost in the weak limit due to concentration of 
curvature at points. Then, by the usual argument [S] the weak limit lives in an intersection 
such as (4.5), with rc I k - 6 and c 2 d - 26. The inequality in the lemma then ensures that 
c is positive, just as in the usual theory; this in turn means that A is not the trivial flat 
connection. 
Consider now the subset (4.4) of the set (4.5) lying over the smooth part of the 
component of the representation variety. The condition (4.1) on the genus means that 
Lemma 3.8 and its corollary (3.9) are applicable; this tells us that the formal dimension of 
M,(X”; 9’) is not more than the dimension of ML_Q(X”; B?‘;), which is 2d - 6. So the 
dimension of (4.4) is at most 
2d - 86 - 2c, 
which, substituting the previous inequalities, is no more than -46. Since this is non- 
positive, the sets (4.4) and (4.5) coincide: the singular strata do not contribute. Furthermore, 
since the dimension cannot be negative, 6 must be zero, c must be d, K must be k and %! must 
be %?+ or g_. This means that the convergence is strong: the AI converge to A in the 
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topology which defines the moduli spaces. In particular, W must be a+, this being part of 
the assertion that the map r to the representation variety is continuous, 0 
With this standard compactness result in place, we define an invariant q; (the super- 
script CI indicating the cylindrical end) by the familiar procedure of counting points 
according to orientation: 
4;(%, . . ..&I) = # {Mk(xO; as,) n 6 n .** A P$}. (4.7) 
This quantity is independent of the choice of metric and depends only on the homology 
classes of the surfaces ui; the proof is quite standard, and will be omitted. In any case, as we 
mentioned at the beginning of this section, we have no need of the full strength of these 
results. It will be convenient nonetheless to exploit the fact that (4.7) is independent of small 
compactly-supported perturbations of the metric (as opposed to perturbations which 
change the geometry of the cross-section of the cylinder) and small isotopies of the 
embedded surfaces Ui, subject to the transversality conditions. This is achieved, as usual, by 
considering a generic l-parameter path joining, for example, the two metrics; it was with 
this purpose in mind that the precise condition (4.1) was selected, as it ensures that the 
components M,(X”; 9,) will not enter into the weak compactification even of a l- 
dimensional parametrized moduli space (see the final clause of (3.8)). 
We can regard the invariant qi as defining a polynomial or a multi-linear map 
4;: sd(H2(X0)) + H,(W+) = z (4.8) 
with values in the zero-dimensional homology of W +, which is of course just the integers. In 
fact, however, as with the invariant q k,I defined in Theorem 2.13, the polynomial 41: factors 
through HZ(X), and can therefore be regarded as a polynomial on [Z]’ c HZ(X). We 
shall see below (5.8) that this invariant is nothing new and coincides with the ordinary 
polynomial invariant qk for the closed manifold, restricted to the homology classes disjoint 
from Z. 
(ii) An hvarhznt for W” 
As in section 3(v), let W” be the total space of a complex line bundle of positive degree n over 
Z, equipped with a metric with a cylindrical end at infinity. We will also suppose that the 
metric has an orbifold singularity along the zero-section (a copy of Z which we henceforth 
identify with C itself) so that the cone-angle in the transverse directions is 27r/v for some 
large integer v. Let I c (0, 4) be an interval of compactness for v (in the sense of section 2(ii)), 
and a an element of I. Some restrictions on a, I and v will be imposed shortly. 
We shall suppose that the genus of Z is odd and at least three, and we shall consider the 
moduli space of twisted connections 
M$,,(W”, x:; 9:) (4.9) 
for the special value of 1 given by 
1 = $(2g - 2). (4.10) 
As explained in the introduction, the significance of this value of I is that the formal 
dimension of the moduli space of twisted connections then coincides with the formal 
dimension of the corresponding ordinary moduli space, which in this case is the space 
M,( W”; %?“,) r WS,. The formal dimension of this ordinary moduli space coincides with its 
actual dimension (the obstruction space in the deformation complex is zero), so the formal 
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dimension of (4.9) is equal to 6q - 6, the dimension of 9,. We will also be concerned with 
the lower moduli spaces 
M”o,l,(WO, z %) (4.11) 
for 1’ I 1. 
LEMMA 4.12. The moduli space (4.11) contains no flat or reducible connections, and is 
empty unless 1’ is strictly positive. 
Proof There are no non-flat reductions to S ’ because there are no anti-self-dual L2 
harmonic forms on W* when n is positive. There are no flat connections because the 
holonomy on the circle fibres is supposed to be non-trivial near to C but trivial at the end of 
the manifold, to meet the component W+. The last clause follows from the Chern-Weil 
formula, which tells us that the topological action of any solution in the moduli space is 
21x1’ - a2n. 0 
LEMMA 4.13. There exists an uO, explicitly calculated in terms of q and n below, such that if 
u is less than a,, and v is sufhciently large (depending on a), then any sequence of connections 
[Am] in the moduli space 
M:,,(W”, C; 9,) 
has a subsequence converging weakly to a connection A in 
M$r(W”, % 9,) 
for some 1’ I 1. This convergence is strong on the end of the manifold. The same is true if the 
[A,,,] belong to moduli spaces Ma- for some sequence a,,, tending to a. 
Proof: Choose a,, so as to ensure that the topological action of the solutions in the 
moduli space is less than l/n: 
2ul- a2n < l/n. (4.14) 
This is achieved, for example, by setting 
a0 = 1/2nl = 2/n(q - 1). (4.15) 
(Recall that I= &(2q - 2).) When a subsequence of A, converges weakly to A, the conver- 
gence must then be strong on the end of W”. Indeed, if any action is lost on the end, then the 
quantity lost must be positive and equal modulo 1 to - C.S.@), where ~8 is the component 
containing r(A); but by Lemma 3.3, such a quantity is at least l/n, and the inequality 
imposed above ensures that this much action is not available. 
Given a less than ao, let I be a compact interval containing a and let v be sufficiently 
large that the conclusion of Proposition 2.12 holds, with rco = l/n. Note that since the total 
action is less than 1, it is not possible for curvature to concentrate at a point away from C in 
the weak limit. So the only failure of convergence is due to bubbling off at points pi in C, at 
which the decrease in (k, 1) is given by pairs (ki, lt) satisfying the inequalities of (2.12). This 
means that we can write 
(ki, Ii) = A(& I) + ~(1, - I), (4.16) 
for some non-negative integers A and p. (In other words, the basic phenomena re that 1 can 
decrease by 1 or k can decrease while 1 increases by 1; any other bubbling off phenomenon is 
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a combination of these two, as-far as the topological invariants are concerned.) The drop in 
action associated with the bubbling off (4.16) is 
21a + ,U(l - 2u.). 
However, our choice of a0 means that the total action available is less than l/n, which is less 
than (1 - 2a). So p must be zero, and the instanton number k is therefore unchanged. It 
follows that the weak limit A lives in M” o,l~(W”, x; a+) as claimed, with 1’ = 1 - 1 li. 0 
Note that the two lemmas above do not involve the dimension formulae and make no 
appeal to transversality. This contrasts with (4.6), in which the fact that the components 
W, did not arise in the compactification could be attributed to the favourable value of 
F@?,). Since the end of W” has the opposite orientation to the end of X”, the signs which 
were favourable with X” would work against us if we tried to prove (4.13) on the basis of the 
dimension formulae. 
Now take c( less than uo, as in the lemma, pick a sufficiently large v, and choose a point 
p in W”, . By a compactly supported perturbation of the metric, we can arrange that (4.9) and 
the lower moduli spaces (4.11) are regular, and that p is a regular point for all the maps 
rip : M&,( W”, C; W”,) + $2: (4.17) 
for 1’ I 1. This means that (II)-‘(p) is a smooth O-manifold and that (Il.)-‘(p) is empty for 
I’ < 1, because Ml,, has the same dimension as W+ while the others have lower dimension. 
We define an integer po,I (the notation is redundant since I is fixed) by counting the 
points in (III)(p) according to their sign: 
PO,~ = #M:,@‘“, x:; P). (4.18) 
We can think of this informally as the degree of the map rl, calculated using the natural 
orientation of the moduli space and of a”, . 
The number po,[ is independent, first of all, of the choice of p, in that if p’ is another 
regular value for all the maps (4.17) then the quantity (4.18) would be the same. To see this, 
observe that the compactness lemma (4.13) above gives a natural compactification of 
M&( W”, C; W”,) in the space 
Z%., = u M:,,@‘“, x:; W+); 
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and because the convergence in (4.13) is strong on the end, the map rl extends continuously 
to a map 
such that the restriction of F1 to the lower stratum M& is rl.. The lower moduli spaces 
Mz, [,( W”, X; W”, ) have codimension 4 or more in the compactification, so we can join p to 
p’ by a smooth path in W”, which is disjoint from the image of all these lower strata. The 
inverse image of this path, if it is transverse to rl, gives the usual compact, l-dimensional 
manifold, which establishes independence. By a similar version of the usual argument, one 
can see also that po,l is unchanged by compactly supported perturbations of the metric, and 
it is independent of CI, as long as tl remains less than u. and within the interval Z which 
appears in the proof of (4.13). (Note that Z is determined by v, and we do not claim to prove 
at this point that po,L is independent of v; the argument used in section 2(ii), which exploited 
the special situation at CI = $ . 1s not available here. Independence of v is not needed directly, 
but will be a consequence of our later calculations.) 
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In line with our interpretation of qi, we can regard po,l as being a zero-dimensional 
cohomology class on the open manifold W”, . From section 7 onwards, our sole concern will 
be to show that po,l is nonzero; we shall eventually show that po,, = 28. 
5. THE MAIN EXCISION ARGUMENT 
Having defined invariants associated with manifolds with cylindrical ends in the 
previous section, we shall now use the gluing results to show how these combine to give the 
invariants qk and qk,l for the closed manifold X and the pair (X, C) respectively. The end 
result is our excision principle, that the difference between qk and qk, I can be calculated from 
data which is associated only with the neighbourhood of Z. We shall also use part of the 
same argument o prove another key result, a vanishing theorem in part (iii). 
(i) The gluing formula for qk, I
Let (X, E) again be an acceptable pair, with X simply connected. We shall suppose that the 
genus and self-intersection umber of C satisfy the inequality of Condition 4.1, so that the 
invariants ql are defined for the cylindrical end space X”. We shall also assume, as in section 
4(ii), that the genus is odd, and we add an extra hypothesis, that the self-intersection number 
n is not divisible by 4 (this will be used in the proof of (5.5) below). We again set I = a(2g - 2) 
(4.10), so the invariant po,l is defined from the moduli space on W”. Fix an integer k and let 
d be given, as usual, by (4.2). We suppose these are in the ‘stable range’, so 2d > 4k. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Under the above hypotheses, the invariant qk.1 of the pair (X, IZ) can be 
calculated in terms of the invariants ql and p o,l associated with the cylindrical end spaces by 
the formula 
qk,lh, ...Y &d = Po,*qko(uI> *..,ud), 
for all homology classes ul, . . ..ud in H2(X \c). 
Proof: Recall first that po,[ is defined using a moduli space with a small value of a. 
Precisely, we choose a value of a less than the a0 given in (4.15), we choose a compact 
interval I containing a, and we then choose the cone parameter vto be sufficiently large that 
the conclusion of Proposition 2.12 holds (see the proof of (4.13) above). Fixing such 
parameters, we introduce the temporary abbreviation Ml,,( W’) for the moduli space (4.9), 
and Mz,,.( WO) for the lower moduli spaces (4.11). We denote by rI and rI, the maps to W”, . 
We assume that the moduli spaces are regular, so the invariant po,, is calculated as the 
‘degree’ of rI at any p which is a regular value of all the rl,. 
Let K be the moduli space from X”, cut down by the subvarieties associated with the Ui: 
(5.2) 
We choose the metric on X” and the sections defining the I$ so that this space, as well as the 
lower spaces (4.4), are all regular. In addition, we arrange that the map 
rx : K(X’) + W”, 
is transverse to rl and that its image is disjoint from the image of the lower I~., for 1’ < 1. 
Finally, we shall suppose that the cylindrical-end metrics on X” and W” are chosen so 
that the ends of the two manifolds are isometric, by an orientation reversing isometry. This 
means that, for all R > 0, we can glue X” to (W”, C) to obtain a diffeomorphic copy of 
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(X, Z). The resulting metric gR on (X, E) has a cylindrical neck of length R, and has 
cone-angle 27r/v along C. We denote by K(X, Z) the cut-down moduli space by which we 
hope to calculate the invariant on the left hand side in (5.1): 
K(X, C) = MZ.1 n Vi n ... n I$. 
Here the metric gR is used, and the I$ are defined using the same sections as before. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. For all su@ciently large R, the cut-down moduli space K(X, C) is 
difleomorphic, by an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism, to the jibre product 
K(X”) x,M:,,(W = {(A, B) I MA) = 0)). (5.4) 
Proposition 5.1 follows from this straight away, be’cause our transversality conditions mean 
that the fibre product is a zero-manifold whose points, counted with signs, add up to the 
product po,l x q[ appearing in the proposition. 0 
Proofof(5.3). For each pair (A, B) in the fibre product, we can find neighbourhoods 
Ui, U, in M,(X”; W:) and M:,,( IV) respectively so that A is the only connection of K(X”) 
lying in U1 and such that the fibre product U1 x, U2 meets (5.4) alone. The simple gluing 
map (3.18) then gives an injective map 
If I’ denotes the intersection Vi n ... n V, in aa(X, C), then the image of 6)R meets 
V transversely in the unique point &(A, B). 
By Proposition 3.19, in the version appropriate to the twisted connections, the map 
%)R can be deformed, for all sufficiently large R, to a map 
Furthermore, OR is C’-close to &)R inside Wi,, by (3.23), so it follows that, for large R, the 
image Of OR meets T/ transversely in One point, jUSt aS 6)R does. 
In this way, to each point (A, B) in the fibre product (5.4) we obtain a unique point of 
K(X, Z) = A4kql n V, so defining a map 
Y’R : K(X”) X, M;,,( w”) --) K(X, c). 
(Note that construction of this map is complicated by the fact that cutting down by Vdoes 
not ‘commute’ with the gluing map OR, though it does commute with the approximation 
&)R; see the remarks following (3.23).) 
All we have to show now is that the map yR is surjective when R is large. Let Ri be 
a sequence approaching infinity, and let Ai be a connection in K(X, C) with respect o the 




for some components W, W’ in W(Y). 
LEMMA 5.5. In the above situation, the only possibility is that the convergence is actually 
strong and the limit (A, B) is in K(X”) x,M,“,,(W”). 
The desired result follows from this lemma, since Proposition 3.20 then implies that Ai is in 
the image of the map (DR, for the appropriate (A, B) and all sufficiently large i, whereas if 
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YRi were not surjective we could have arranged that this was not the case. This completes 
the proof of Proposition 5.3, modulo the lemma. cl 
Proofo~Lemma 5.5. The part of the argument which concerns A is similar to the proof 
of (4.6). First, the connection A must be non-trivial, by the usual counting. Indeed, the total 
action of the connections Ai is 
K(Ai) = k + 2ctl- tl’n 
which lies between k and k + l/n by (4.14); so there can be at most k points of concentration 
on X0 in the limit, and since we are in the stable range there must be some surfaces 
ui containing no points of concentration. It follows as usual that A lies in at least one of the 
K and is therefore not the product connection. 
The formal dimension of the space in which A lives can therefore be assumed to coincide 
with its actual dimension. If S is the number of points of concentration in X”, then this space 
will be 
M,(X”;W)n I$, n---n I$( (5.6) 
for some c ;1: d - 26. The action K is not greater than K(Ai) - 6, which is less than k + l/n. 
Since K must also be C.S.($?) modulo one, and since C.S.($$) is a multiple of l/n or of 
a quarter, it follows that K < k - 6. By Corollary 3.9 then, the dimension of (5.6) is not 
greater than the dimension of 
Mk-s(XO; si?“,)n F, A 1.. n V<, (5.7) 
with equality only if W = W+ and K = k - 6. Here we have made use of our assumption that 
n is not divisible by 4 to eliminate the possibility that ~8 = B_; see the remark following 
(3.9). The usual combination of the inequalities shows that the formal dimension of the 
intersection (5.7) is less than or equal to zero, with equality only if 6 = 0, in which case c = d. 
It follows that A lives in K(X”), as desired. 
We have now seen that A has action k, which leaves at most K(Ai) - k for B. This is the 
quantity 2al- a2n which, by our choice of a, is less than l/n. We can see now that the 
convergence is strong on the neck, for it is not then the quantity lost there would be positive 
and equal to C.S.($#‘) modulo one, which is not consistent with it being less than l/n. It 
follows that $8 = B+ and r(A) = r(B). 
The action lost at points of concentration in W” is also less than l/n, so by the same 
argument as in the proof of (4.13), the only possibility here is that the monopole number 
E drops due to concentration at points of 2: any change in the instanton number k would 
require too much action. It follows that 
for some 1’ < 1. However, since r(B) = r(A) we cannot have 1’ < 1, for we have arranged that 
r(K(X’)) is a zero-manifold disjoint from the image of all the lower rzz by transversality. It
follows that 2 = f’ and the convergence is strong. n 
(ii) The gluing formula for qk 
A simplified version of the argument above establishes the relation between the ordinary 
invariant qk for the closed manifold X and the inva~ant qi associated with X”. We continue 
to suppose that X, x and k satisfy the conditions laid down in the first paragraph of section 
(i) above. 
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PROPOSITION 5.8. For any homology classes ul, . . . . ud in H2(X \ZZ), we have 
q!JG , ***,Gd) = &@I, ***,ud), 
where, on the left, we have written iii for the image Of Ui in Hz(X). 
Proof: As we no longer have any twisting at the surface C, we put a smooth metric on 
W”. with the usual cylindrical end, and form X with a matric gR, by attaching X” to W” as 
before. In place of the moduli space M:,,( W”) which arose in the proof of (5.1), we now use 
the ordinary moduli space M,( W”; W”,), which is simply the smooth part of the moduli 
space of flat connections, 9;. As a moduli space on W”, this space is regular. Let K(X”) be 
defined as in (5.2) above; this is the zero-manifold which computes qi. 
The zero-manifold which computes qk(U1, . . . , iid) is the intersection 
K(X) = Mk(X)n V-1 n . . . v,. 
We examine this space for the metric g R, and the claim is that, when R is large, every 
connection in K(X) is obtained by gluing a connection A from K(X”) to the corresponding 
flat connection B on W”, with BIY = p(A). To be precise, as in the proof of (5.3), we have 
a gluing map 
y’R:K(X’)x,Mo(W”)+ K(X), 
though now the fibre product on the left is naturally just K(X”). The claim is that the map is 
surjective for all sufficiently large R. 
Following the line of (5.3) still, we consider a sequence of connections Ai belonging to 
the set K(X), for a sequence of neck-lengths Ri going to infinity. After passing to a subsequ- 
ence, we obtain a weak limit (A, B), with A and B being anti-self-dual connections on X” 
and W” respectively. 
LEMMA 5.9. In the above situation, the only possibility is that A is in K(X’) and B isjut, in 
which case the convergence is strong. 
Proqf: The first part of the proof of (5.5) applies, and shows that A is in K(X”) (we are 
still assuming that the genus and self-intersection umbers satisfy the inequality laid down 
in Condition 4.1). The fact that B is flat is an immediate corollary, since the total action 
cannot be more than k. Because no action is lost, the convergence is strong. 0 
The surjectivity of aR for large R is a straightforward consequence, as before, and since 
QR is now an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism between K(X”) and K(X), the equality 
of the two invariants follows. 0 
Combining Propositions 5.1 and 5.8 directly, we obtain the next result as an immediate 
corollary. We state it with all the hypotheses in place: 
THEOREM 5.10. Let (X, C) be an acceptable pair, with X simply connected. Suppose that 
the genus g and self-intersection n of Z satisfy the inequality of (4.1). Suppose in addition that 
g is odd and that n is not divisible by 4. Let k be an integer in the stable range and put 
I= $(2g - 2). Then we have the relation 
qk,l(uI, ..*, ud) = PO,lXqk@l, . . ..~d). 
Here the ui are arbitrary classes in H,(X\ZZ), and iii denotes the image of Ui in Hz(X). 0 
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(iii) The vanishing theorem 
The final result in this section brings in the inequality between the genus and self- 
intersection number as it appears in the main theorem (1.1). 
THEOREM 5.11. Suppose that X, C, k and 1 satisfy the conditions in Theorem 5.10, and 
suppose in addition that the inequality of Theorem 1.1 fails, so (29 - 2) < n. Then the invariant 
qk.1 is identically zero on Hz(X \c). 
Proof: The significance of the inequality (29 - 2) < n was explained in the introduction: 
it means that for some a a little less than 3, the action 
tc=k+2al-c?n 
is strictly less than k. (Recall that 1 = !(2g - 2).) Pick such an tl, and let v be an integer 
sufficiently large that a is contained in an interval of compactness. With these values of 
txandv,wecalculateq,,,(ui ,..., uJ, for some arbitrary set of classes Ui, by counting points in 
the intersection 
We can suppose that the Riemannian metric gR on (X, Z) is obtained by attaching X” to W” 
as before, so that the neck has length R. We assume the usual transversality condition for 
the multiple intersections (5.6). 
If the invariant is non-zero, then K(X, C) will be non-empty for all values of R. Under 
this assumption, let Ri be a sequence going to infinity, and let Ai be corresponding 
connections in K(X, C). On passing to a subsequence, there will be weak convergence to 
a limit (A, B). 
Consider now the possibilities for the limit connection A on X”. The usual counting 
argument shows that, because k is in the stable range, the connection A cannot be trivial and 
must therefore live in a space whose formal dimension (and actual dimension) is non- 
negative. As usual, if 6 is the number of points of concentration of curvature on X”, then 
A lives in a space 
with c 2 d - 26. The action K, as a consequence of our choice of a, is strictly less than k - 6. 
Since g and n satisfy the hypotheses of (3.9) the dimension of the intersection above is 
strictly less than the dimension of 
The dimension of this space however, by the usual count, is -46 at most, and therefore less 
than or equal to zero. The strict inequality on the action K therefore means that the previous 
intersection, in which A lives, has negative dimension. This contradiction completes the 
proof. 0 
Since the arithmetic in the proof above depends on the special value of I at i(2g - 2) it 
may be helpful to separate out that part of the argument which is independent of 1. The same 
line of proof as we have just used will prove: 
PROPOSITION 5.12. Suppose that (X, C) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.10. Suppose 
k is in the stable range and let 1 be arbitrary, but suppose in addition that the following 
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condition holds: there exists a E (0, f) such that the action IC satisJies 81~ < 8k + 41- (2g - 2). 
Then qk,l is zero. 
Proof The inequality says that K < kI, where kI is (formally) the value of the instanton 
number which makes the dimension of Mk, equal to the dimension of Mi, l. This is precisely 
what is needed in the course of the proof of the previous theorem, to ensure that the limit 
connection A on X” lives in a space of negative dimension. 0 
COROLLARY 5.13. Let (X, C) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.10 and let k be in the 
stable range. Then qk,, is zero unless 1 lies in the range 
2(X * E) - (29 - 2) I 41 I (29 - 2). 
Proof The upper and lower bounds on 1 come from the criterion in the previous 
proposition, on letting a tend to 0 and $ respectively. 0 
6. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
We shall now give the proof of Theorem 1.1 assuming one result whose proof begins in 
the following section and occupies the rest of the main body of this paper. Recall that the 
integer invariant po, l is associated to a cylindrical end manifold W”, the total space of a line 
bundle of degree n over a surface of genus g; it is defined whenever n is positive and g is odd 
and at least 3. The result we shall at present assume is the following: 
THEOREM 6.1. For all positive self-intersection numbers n and all odd genera g greater than 
1, the integer invariant po,l is equal to 2g. 
(i) New surfaces from old 
We need a few elementary constructions for combining and modifying embedded surfaces. 
Let S and T be oriented embedded surfaces, intersecting transversely inside an oriented 
4-manifold X. There is a canonical way to modify the surfaces in the neighbourhood of each 
intersection point so as to smooth out the self-intersections: each intersection is replaced by 
a handle. There are actually two ways of doing this, only one of which will be compatible 
with the orientation of the two surfaces: the local models for the two possible modifications 
are illustrated in the way that the singular complex curve xy = 0 in the complex plane 62’ 
can be deformed either into the smooth curve xy = E or, if the two components are 
oppositely oriented, into the ‘curve’ xj = E (which is not holomorphic). We shall denote by 
S + T the smooth embedded surface obtained by making the appropriate modification at 
each point. 
LEMMA 6.2. The self-intersection number of S + T is S ’ S + 2s. T + T. T. If all the 
intersection points have positive sign, then the genus of S + T is 
g(S+ T)=g(S)+g(T)+S.T- 1. 
Proof The formula for the self-intersection isan immediate consequence of the fact that 
S + T represents the homology class [S] + [T]. For the second formula, it is easiest first to 
calculate the Euler characteristic of S + T as x(S) + x(T) - 2s. T (note that S * T is also the 
geometric intersection umber since all intersection points are positive). The formula for the 
genus then follows. 0 
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As a particular application, let S be a surface with positive self-intersection, and consider 
perturbing S by moving it along some transverse section of the normal bundle. The result is 
a nearby surface intersecting S transversely, and by suitable choice of the section we can 
arrange that all intersection points come with positive signs. We can do this d times, 
obtaining d copies of S, all of whose mutual intersections are transverse and positive. We 
can then form their sum in the above sense. The result is a smooth surface which we shall 
call dS, representing the class d [S]. Its Euler characteristic is 
X(dS) = dX(S) - d(d - 1)S.S. (6.3) 
The second construction we need is the cancellation of intersection points of opposite 
sign by means of piping. If xl and x2 are points of intersection of S and 7’ of opposite sign, 
choose coordinates in the tubular neighbourhood of S so that, at both points, T coincides 
with the disk fibre in the normal bundle. Join x1 to x2 by a smooth path y in S which avoids 
other intersection points, and let P be the circle bundle of radius E in the normal bundle to 
S lying over y. Let D1 and D2 be the disks of radius E in the fibres of the normal bundle to 
S at x1 and x2, and let T’ be the piece-wise smooth surface 
T’ = TV P\(D, u D2). 
After smoothing the corners of T’ we have a new oriented surface which no longer intersects 
S at x1 or x2, and if e is sufficiently small we will have introduced no new intersection points. 
The genus of T’ is one greater than the genus of T. 
The third construction is the modification of an embedded surface by ‘blowing up X at 
a point of S’. This describes the process of replacing X by .%? = X # C?P2 and replacing S by 
an internal connect sum s” = S#(- E), where E is the sphere generating the homology of 
cP2 and the minus sign denotes that the sum be made so as to reverse the orientation. (The 
sign is actually unnecessary since there is a di~eomorphism of d which carries E to - E, but 
putting the sign in reminds us of the proper transform of S in complex geometry.) The genus 
of s”is the same as that of S, but its self-intersection umber is one less since it represents the 
class [S] - [E] and E * E = - 1. We make the following observation concerning this 
construction: 
LEMMA 6.4. If X is simply connected then, after &lowing up at a point of S, the complement 
2 \ s” is simply connected also. 
Proof: Since x” is simply connected, the fundamental group of 2? \$is generated by the 
conjugacy class of the small loop linking the surface. This loop, however, is contractible in 
@Z\E. •1 
The last and most elementary construction we shall need is that of adding a handle to an 
embedded surface S: the genus of an embedded surface can always be increased by I, 
without changing the homology class, by forming the internal connected sum S# T with 
a standard torus T contained in some small ball disjoint from S. 
(ii) Completion of the proof 
Combining theorems (5.10) and (5.11) with (6.1) above, we can deduce the following 
immediately: 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let (X, xc) be an acceptable pair with X simply connected. Suppose that 
the self-intersection number n is positive and not divisible by 4, the genus g is odd, and the 
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inequalities 
)n+2<(2g-2)<n 
hold. Then for all k in the stable range, the polynomial invariant qk for X vanishes on the 
orthogonal complement [Cl’ in H*(X). 
Proof By Theorem 5.11, the invariant q k, 1 vanishes on Hz (X \ C). By Theorem 5.10 and 
the non-vanishing of po,[, the invariant qk vanishes on the image of H2(X\C) in H,(X). 
This image is just the orthogonal complement of [C] with respect to the intersection 
pairing. cl 
Now let X be a simply connected 4-manifold with b+ odd and not less than 3, as in 
Theorem 1.1. Let E be an oriented embedded surface, other than an inessential sphere or 
a sphere of self-intersection - 1, and suppose that the genus satisfies 2g - 2 < n. We will 
prove Theorem 1.1 by showing that the invariants qk are all zero. 
There are two slightly different cases. The first case is that C is an essential sphere of 
self-intersection 0. The second case is when n is positive. We can reduce the first case to the 
second as follows. By Poincare duality, if C is an essential sphere, we can find a homology 
class represented by a surface T whose algebraic intersection with E is positive. Moving 
T into general position and then piping the unwanted intersection points, we can arrange 
that the geometric and algebraic intersection umbers coincide, at the expense of increasing 
the genus of T. Because E. C is zero, we can move C parallel to itself to obtain disjoint 
nearby copies, each intersecting Tin C * T points. We take d such copies, for some large 
integer d, say Ci, . . . . &, and we form a new smooth surface by adding these to T: 
S = T+ x1 + ... + Cd. 
From Lemma 6.2 we have 
S.S = 2d(Z.T) + (T.T) 
g(S) = d(Z. T - 1) + g(T) 
Looking at the leading term, we see that for large d we have 2g(S) - 2 < S 1 S; and since S. S 
will be positive, we have reduced our consideration to the second case. 
So consider now the case that the self-intersection umber n of E is positive. As in (i) 
above, we form for each d a new surface dC representing d [Cl, with euler characteristic 
given by the formula (6.3). If gd and nd are the genus and self-intersection umber of the new 
surface, we have 
(29, - 2) - nd = - dX(C) + d(d - l)n - d’n 
= d(2g - 2) - dn 
We therefore have 2gd - 2 < nd, and furthermore the difference is d times larger than it was 
for Z. Also, since each of 2% - 2 and nd grows quadratically while the difference grows 
linearly, the inequality 
will be satisfied for all large d. This is the other inequality required in Proposition 6.5. 
Another consequence of the widening gap between 2g, - 2 and nd is that we can arrange 
for the genus to be odd by adding a handle if necessary, without altering the fact that the 
inequalities of Proposition 6.5 hold. Let cd be the resulting surface. Finally, still without 
affecting the necessary inequalities for large d, we can blow up X at a point of & to obtain 
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a surface 5, in the homology class of d [C] - [E] in H,(X). The self-intersection umber of 
Ed is d2n2 - 1, which is not divisible by 4 if d is even. 
By Lemma 6.4 there are no non-trivial flat connections on the complement of e,,. The 
pair (2, 2,) is therefore ‘acceptable’ and we conclude from Proposition 6.5 that the 
polynomial invariant & for 2 vanishes on the orthogonal complement of the class 
d[C] - [E] in Hz(R) for all sufficiently large even integers d. But a polynomial which 
vanishes on infinitely many hyperplanes must be zero. Finally, since the restriction of & to 
H2(X) c H,(R) is just qk (see [S]), the invariant qk itself is zero. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1.1. 0 
(iii) Remarks on the proof 
The constructions of section (i) above have allowed us to simplify other parts of the 
argument in the proof of the theorem, but it seems likely that these constructions are being 
asked to carry more weight than is really necessary. Here we shall consider some of the 
compactness and gluing arguments of the previous sections, and we shall see how they may 
be sharpened. 
The clearest point is in Proposition 6.5, and the hypothesis there that the self-intersec- 
tion number should not be divisible by 4. The origin of this constraint can be traced to the 
proof of Lemma 5.5, where it was used to rule out the possibility that the weak limit (A, B) 
consisted of connections asymptotic to the component W_ c W(Y). If 4 divides n, we 
should, a priori, take account of this possibility. The result would be that, in the final 
formula in Proposition 5.1 would have an extra term: 
Here the first term on the right hand side is as before, while the second involves invariants 
constructed from the moduli spaces M:,,( IV”, 2; $9”) (for small a) and Mk(X’; 3:). 
However, a closer look reveals that the invariant p o,1 would be zero for small a. Indeed, for 
a sufficiently small, the moduli space M:, 1( IV”, C; W”_ ) will be empty. This is because, when 
the total action is small, gauge-fixing and elliptic regularity mean that the integral of 1 FAI on 
any surface must be small also; there is then a contradiction by considering the surfaces 
which form the fibres of the map W” -+ Z, since the holonomy is close to - 1 at infinity and 
close to 1 near to Z. (An alternative proof of the vanishing of this invariant can be based on 
our calculation of po,l later in the paper.) 
At several points we have made use of the inequality laid down in (4.1) between g and n. 
The purpose was always to rule out any interference from moduli spaces M,(X”; 9,) 
asymptotic to the reducible components. For example, we needed to know that these were 
not going to contribute to the formula in Proposition 5.1. It seems likely however that, 
because of the gluing parameter which arises when gluing along a reducible connection, the 
contribution from these spaces would in any case be zero, just as in the proof of the 
vanishing theorem for connected sums in [S]. Similarly, it seems unlikely that these 
components would interfere seriously with the compactness needed to define the invariant 
qko. 
The trick of blowing up X at a point removed the problem of flat connections on the 
complement of the surface. The same effect might have been obtained by arranging that we 
reduce consideration to surfaces with square-free self-intersection umber, appealing to 
Proposition 5.8 of [14]. Alternatively, one might seek to perturb the equations to get rid of 
at least the irreducible flat connections (they tend to appear in moduli spaces whose formal 
dimension is negative when n is positive). 
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Finally, the fact that the genus is odd is important in Proposition 6.5 because the 
monopole number needs to be a (2g - 2), and should be an integer. Recall from section 2(iv) 
of [14] however that half-integer values of 1 have a role in the SO(3) version of the theory. 
The correct counterpart o (6.5) when the genus is even is a vanishing theorem for the SO(3) 
invariants for which w2 is non-zero on C. 
With the above remarks, it might seem that all the fringe conditions on g and n might be 
removed from Proposition 6.5, and a valid vanishing theorem might remain for the 
restriction of the invariants to [El*. It is natural then to ask how it is that the two 
exceptional cases - inessential spheres and spheres of self-intersection - 1 - slip through 
the net. The answer is in the fact that, because spheres have even genus, it is the SO(3) 
invariants which must be considered. If Z is inessential then there is, of course, no SO(3) 
bundle with w2 non-zero on Z, so there are no invariants to apply the argument o. In the 
case of a sphere of self-intersection - 1 there will be invariants corresponding to such values 
of w2, and a vanishing theorem along the lines of (6.5) would say that these invariants vanish 
on [Z]l. There is no contradiction here: such a vanishing theorem is true, and can be 
proved along the lines of the vanishing theorem for connected sums [S]. 
A technical device of a slightly different sort is our use of cone-like orbifold metrics 
throughout. The exposition could have been streamlined somewhat if Conjecture 8.2 from 
[14] had been proved in complete generality, rather than the untidy approximation (2.12). 
Recall that in our arguments above for the proof of the key Proposition 5.1, we first needed 
to choose a suitably small value of a, smaller than a quantity ~1~ determined by n and 
g alone, and then v had to be chosen so that the conclusion of (2.12) held for some interval 
I containing a. 
(iv) Otker remarks 
We gather together here a few remarks and questions related to Theorem 1.1. First of all, 
for an oriented 4-manifold X with non-zero invariants &, the main theorem gives a lower 
bound for the genus of an embedded surface in terms of the self-intersection umber; but 
this lower bound is trivial if the self-intersection umber is negative. This contrasts, for 
example, with the lower bound obtained in [12], which is independent of the sign. The point 
here is that the hypothesis on qk is sensitive to orientation; at present, no 4-manifold is 
known for which the polynomial invariants are non-zero for both orientations. 
To put some flesh on this remark, consider for X a K3 surface. As was mentioned in 
[14], the lower bound provided by Theorem 1.1 is sharp in this case, for all classes of 
positive square: 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Zf 5 is a class of positive square in a K3 surface, then the smallest possible 
genus of an embedded surface representing < is given by 2g - 2 = 5. (. 
If the class 5 has negative square however, it may well be represented by a sphere. The 
usual description of the Kummer surface exhibits 16 disjoint spheres of square - 2 in K 3; 
by joining any number of these together by piping, we obtain embedded spheres of square 
- 4, - 6, and so on down to - 32. With a little more ingenuity (as was pointed out to the 
authors by Ruberman), it is possibIe to go quite a bit further down, but it is not clear 
whether there is eventually a lower bound. Up to the action of the diffeomorphism group, 
there is in K3 a unique primitive class of square - 2n, for every n, and we do not know the 
smallest genus surface which can represent his class. So we ask: 
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Question 6.7. Can every primitive class in K 3 with negative self-intersection be repres- 
ented by an embedded sphere? 
The phrasing of this question is not meant to imply that the authors conjecture that the 
answer is ‘yes’. 
Some results about immersed (rather than embedded) surfaces are easily deduced from 
Theorem 1.1. For example, let C now be an immersed sphere in a 4-manifold X, having 
d, double points of positive sign and d- double points of negative sign. Let n = C. C be the 
homological self-intersection umber of the sphere. Suppose that X satisfies the hypotheses 
of Theorem 1.1 and that, as in that theorem, Z is essential and n is not - 1. Then we have: 
PROPOSITION 6.8. The number of positive double points in the sphere C is bounded below by 
the inequality 2d + - 2 2 n. 
Proof As a first attempt, we might smooth out each intersection point, increasing the 
genus by one each time. Applying the result of Theorem 1.1 to the smoothed-out surface 
would then give 2(d+ + d_) - 2 2 n. However, we can obtain the stronger inequality in the 
proposition by the following device (pointed out to the authors by Gompf): we blow up the 
manifold X at each one of the negative double points, and take the proper transform z in 
the new manifold 2. When the sign of an intersection point is negative, this procedure does 
not affect the self-intersection umber n (see [9] for example); and since d continues to 
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.1, the inequality in the proposition then follows by 
smoothing the positive double points. 0 
It has been pointed out to the authors by Gompf that, in the case of K 3, this result is 
sharp whenever n is positive, in the same spirit as Proposition 6.6. 
7. CLOSING UP THE RULED SURFACE 
(i) Zntroduction 
In this section we begin the calculation of the invariant po, l. Recall that this integer can 
be interpreted as the degree of the natural map I, : M&( W”; W”,) + W”, , or rather as the 
degree of the extension of rl to the natural compactification, for I = a(2g - 2) and small c(. 
This quantity depends only on the genus g and self-intersection umber n (and possibly 
-since we did not rule this out - on v and the geometry of the end). A natural strategy is to 
exploit the excision principle encapsulated in Theorem 5.10: if we can calculate non-trivial 
values of qk and qk,l in just one special case of an acceptable pair (X, E), then we can 
calculate P~,~, for the corresponding values of g and n, by looking at the ratio of the two 
invariants. 
Of course, this approach as it stands is not going to move us forward. We are interested 
in po,[ when (29 - 2) < n, and the theorem we are trying to prove asserts that, in these very 
cases, the invariant qk will be zero. We find a way through by taking X to be a manifold with 
b+ = 1, namely the compact ruled surface - the sphere bundle over E obtained by 
compactifying the line bundle of degree n, containing C as the zero section (see section 3~). 
We can seek to define invariants q k,I for this pair and prove a result like Theorem 5.10; if 
qk,l turns out to be non-zero, as it will when k = 0, we can deduce that po,l is non-zero. 
That b+ is equal to 1 means that we run into the phenomenon of chambers, as with 
Donaldson’s I-invariant [3], and qk,[ will not simply be an integer but will change as we 
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cross from one chamber to the next. The walls between the chambers move as a varies, so 
qk,r will depend on ~1. Our argument relies on the fact that, when a becomes mall and the 
metric on X acquires a long neck, we are placed firmly in one particular chamber. It is for 
the value of qk,l in this chamber that we shall prove a counterpart to Theorem 5.10. 
We shall pursue the invariant qk,l only in the case k = 0 and 1= i(2g - 2), and in this 
case we christen the invariant r so as to recall the fact that it is chamber-dependent [3]. 
Throughout this section, (X, Z) will be the ruled surface as above, with genus g and degree n. 
We write C’ for the section at infinity in the ruled surface (the section we add to form the 
compactification), and F for the typical 2-sphere fibre. We note that H2(X 
by [Z] and [F] with the intersection form 
C.C=n C.F=l F.F=O. 
The homology class of C’ is [E’] = [Z] - n[F]. 
Z) is generated 
(7.1) 
Before beginning, it is worthwhile mentioning that there is another possible route to 
understanding po, l. We have chosen to pass to the compact ruled surface X because this has 
the structure of an algebraic surface, and on such a manifold, one can compare anti- 
self-dual connections with holomorphic bundles via Donaldson’s solution of the hermitian 
Yang-Mills equations [2]. The alternative line is to work directly with the non-compact 
manifold W”, equipped with a complete metric which is conformally Kahler, and to solve 
the hermitian Yang-Mills equations in this non-compact setting to obtain an interpretation 
of the moduli space M:,,( W”, Z) in terms of holomorphic bundles. Thus one should obtain, 
on the level of the moduli spaces, acorrespondence which we shall arrive at only on the level 
of the invariants. It seems that the necessary ingredients of such an approach are contained 
in the recent work of Guo [ 111. 
(ii) Znvariunts for the ruled surface 
We shall consider the moduli space M&(X, C) for the ruled surface, and the lower 
moduli spaces MG,,.(X, E) for 1’ s 1. Eventually we shall be concerned only with small 
values of a. 
LEMMA 7.2. The moduli space M&,(X, C) contains no jlat connections, and is empty 
unless 1’ is strictly positive. 
Proof The manifold X \ C contracts onto E’, so the holonomy of any flat connection is 
trivial on the loop linking C. There are therefore no flat connections with a E (0, 4). The other 
clause follows from the Chern-Weil formula, as in (4.12). 0 
Since b+(X) = 1 there is, up to scale, a unique self-dual harmonic 2-form for each metric 
on X. We can therefore write the space of self-dual forms as 
Z+ = span@ + tF) (7.3) 
for some unique t. Since the self-dual forms have positive square, a necessary constraint on 
t is that t > - n/2. 
LEMMA 7.4. For 1’ I 1, the moduli space M z,,, contains reducible solutions if and only if 
t = II--an 
a ’ 
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Proof: By [14] (section 5iii), a solution exists only if there is a line bundle L with 
Cl(L)2 = 0 
c,(L)[C] = - 1’ 
c,(L) + a[Z] Es- 
If we write c,(L) as A[E] + p[F] and solve the first two constraints above, we find that 
either I = 0 and ~1 = - I’, or I = - 2E’/n and ~1 = 1’. The latter option is ruled out for 1’ I I 
since I must be an integer. So c,(L) = - l’[F]. 
The third condition now says that a[ZZ] - l’[F] must be orthogonal to X’. From (7.1) 
and (7.3) we obtain an + at - I’ = 0, which gives the condition in the Lemma. 0 
LEMMA 7.5. Let a0 be given as in the proof of (4.13). Thenfor a < a0 and v suficiently large 
(depending on a), any sequence in Mz,,(X, C) has a subsequence converging weakly to 
a connection in M:,,,(X, IZ), for some 1’ I 1; curvature can concentrate in the weak limit only 
at points of E. 
Proof See the proof of Lemma 4.13. 0 
In the Lemma above, v is ‘sufficiently large’ if the conclusion of Proposition 2.12 holds 
for some interval I containing a and rco = 2al- a2E * E. Supposing now that v satisfies this 
condition, and that a < ao, the Lemma tells us that the moduli space Mz,t(X, Z) has 
a natural compactification 
%,,(X C) = u M&(X, V. 
1’ 5 1 
Moreover, since the convergence of subsequences i strong except at points of C, the map 
p which restricts connections A in M z,l to the surface E’ extends continuously to a map 
p : Iii&(X, Iz) + wy 
CA1 -+ CA IYI. 
Let A?& denote the connections on I: which are either irreducible or reducible of degree 
0. 
LEMMA 7.6. There exists a1 depending only on the metric geometry of X in a neighbour- 
hood of IZ;‘, such that for a < a1 the image of jj lies in A?&. 
Proof: By Uhlenbeck’s regularity results, there exist a constants rc,(N’) and C, depend- 
ing on the geometry of a neighbourhood N’ of C’, such 
connection on N’ with action less than rcO(N’), then 
that if [A] is any anti-self-dual 
In particular, if the action of A is sufficiently small, then the Co norm is also sufficiently 
small to ensure that the integral of lFal on C’ is less than 27c, which in turn ensures that 
A cannot be reducible of non-zero degree. Since the total action of the connections in 
M:,,. goes to zero with a, the Lemma follows. 0 
Note that, in particular, there are no reducible solutions in the moduli space if a < a1, 
because the proof of (7.4) shows that any reduction would have non-zero degree on C’. To 
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understand the situation, observe that, by Lemma 7.4, there are, for each a only finitely 
many values of t for which a reducible can occur, and these values all go off to infinity as 
o! goes to zero. By fixing the geometry of the metric in the neighbourhood of Z’, we are in 
effect imposing an upper bound on t, so ensuring that, as a becomes mall, t stays below all 
the ‘walls’ (the critical values oft). (The fact that t is bounded above when the geometry of 
the metric is fixed in a neighbourhood of Z’ can be deduced from a linear version of Lemma 
7.6, applied to the unique anti-self-dual 2-form.) 
Since there are now several inequalities constraining tl and v, it might help to summarize 
the order in which the choices need to be made. First, fix a metric on (X, Z), and in terms of 
this metric obtain a1 as in the previous Lemma. Calculate a0 in terms of n and g, as in (4.13), 
and pick any a less than both a0 and al. Let I be an interval containing a, and choose v so 
that. the conclusion of (2.12) holds for all a in this interval. Changing the value of v only 
involves modifying the metric in the neighbourhood of E, well away from Z’, so the value of 
a1 is not affected. 
With a and v as above, perturb the metric (without affecting aI) so that the moduli 
spaces M&,(X, IZ) are all regular. The moduli space M&(X, Z) is then a smooth manifold 
of dimension 6g - 6, and its compactification &&(X, I;) involves adding strata of co- 
dimension at least four. So the compactification carries a fundamental homology class in 
top dimension. By Lemma 7.6 there is a continuous map 
p:M;,,(x, E)+ w;,. (7.7) 
Recall that the basic 2-dimensional class @‘) extends to a class on a:, l. We can therefore 
define an integer r by evaluating this class on the fundamental class of the moduli space: 
l- = <P(V”+, D*C~&l>. (7.8) 
We make no claim concerning the independence of r on the choice of metric beyond the 
following simple Lemma: 
LEMMA 7.9. Suppose that the metric and holonomy parameter are varied in a one- 
parameter family g(s) and a(s). Let aI(s) be a value for a1 appropriate for Lemma 7.6 with the 
metric g(s). Suppose that a(s) is less than 60th al(s) and aofor all s, and that a(s) remains in the 
interval I. Then the value of r is constant in the family. 
Proof As usual, we can form the parametrized moduli space and its compactification. 
The map p extends continuously to the parametrized moduli space, so even the funda- 
mental class p.+ CM,“, J is unchanged in the family. 0 
Remark. The point here is that, a priori, two metrics satisfying the conditions laid down 
need not be connected by any path of the sort asked for in the Lemma. To tidy up the 
situation, it would be necessary to consider extending r to an invariant in the sense of [3]. 
That is, one should consider the (a, t) plane to be divided into chambers by the walls given in 
7.4, and one should hope to understand how r will change as a path (a(s), g(s)) crosses one 
of the walls. On the basis of this, one should seek to show that r was a function only of the 
chambers. As it is, we have considered only one chamber (the one with a small), and we have 
not shown that I- takes only one value here. 
(iii) Relating r to PO, I 
Consider forming the ruled surface X as the union of manifolds with cylindrical ends, X” 
and W”. The latter space W” is, as usual, a complex line bundle of degree n over C, while X” 
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is a line bundle of degree -n over Z’. The situation is not symmetrical between these two 
however, since as usual we have nontrivial holonomy and a cone-like metric along C c W”. 
Fix metrics with cylindrical ends on both pieces, and join them together as usual with a neck 
of length R. Note that the quantity ~1~ for the resulting metric gR can be taken to be 
independent of R, since the geometry near C’ is determined by the metric on X0 alone. Fix 
a less than both CQ and tlo as before, and take a suitably large v. 
Using these values of CI and v and the metric gR, obtain an integer r as above. By Lemma 
7.9 the result is independent of R. From the manifold W” with its cylindrical end metric, 
obtain also the invariant po,l. Then we have the following counterpart to Theorem 5.10: 
PROPOSITION 7.10. For the metrics as above, the integer r is given by 
I- = po,l x 4 
where A is the degree of the moduli space of fiat connections inside 4?&; that is, 
A = (/J~~-~, CMnat(C’)l>. 
Proof: Choose 3g - 3 sections of the standard line bundle on Wg, so that the common 
zero set Vis transverse to Mfla, and meets it in a finite number of points in the irreducible 
part of the moduli space. The number of these points, counted algebraically, will be A. We 
can also arrange that these points are regular values for the map 
rl: Ml,,( W”, E; W”,) + W+ 
and are not in the image of rIS for any 1’ less than 1. Here we are identifying W, c W(Y) with 
M&Z’) z 9+ c W( Y’). 
Choose a sequence Ri going to infinity. Adjust V so that it is transverse to p on each of 
the moduli spaces M&.(X, IZ) for each of the metrics g& Then V will meet the top stratum 
Mi,,(X, E) in r points (counted algebraically) and will not meet the lower strata. 
Let [Ai] be a sequence of connections in M:,,(X, C) n V for the metrics gs,. After 
passing to a subsequence, let (A, B) be the weak limit on X” u W’. Then A must be flat, 
since the Chern-Simons invariants show that otherwise the topological action of A is at 
least l/n, which is more than the total action of the Ai by our usual choice of go. 
Furthermore, since no bubbling off can occur in the interior of X”, the limit A will lie in 
Mflat n V, and so define one of the A points which contribute to that invariant. Just as in the 
proof of Lemma 5.5, the limit B must lie in Mi,,( W”, E; 9:) and we must have r(B) = r(A). 
As in Proposition 5.3, the gluing theorem now gives us a fibre product picture of the moduli 
space for large Rip from which the result follows. 0 
8. TWISTED CONNECTIONS AND PARABOLIC BUNDLES 
(i) Parabolic bundles 
We must now make a digression to consider the relationship between the moduli spaces 
Mz,,(X, C) and holomorphic bundles. Let X be a smooth KHhler surface (complex dimen- 
sion two, that is) and IZ a smooth holomorphic curve in X. Adapting a definition based on 
that of Seshadri [17] to our situation, we define a quasi-parabolic bundle with structure 
group SL(2, C) on (X, E) to be a rank-2 holomorphic vector bundle 8 on X with A26 
trivial, together with a holomorphic line sub-bundle 2 of the restriction 81~. A parabolic 
bundle is a quasi-parabolic bundle together with a choice of weight a ~(0, j). By a parabolic 
line bundle on (X, C) we mean a pair (9, /I), where 9 is an ordinary holomorphic line 
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bundle and /? is a weight in the interval [ - 3, 3). By a parabolic map from (9, /?) to the 
parabolic bundle (8, 2, a) we mean an ordinary holomorphic mapj: 9 + d subject to the 
restriction that /? I - a if the image ofjlz is not contained in _Y and fl I a if the image ofjlr 
is contained in Y and is non-zero. Similarly, a map between parabolic line bundles (si, /II) 
and (gZ, B2) is an ordinary holomorphic map which is required to vanish along C if 
81 > BZ. 
The parabolic degree of a parabolic line bundle (9, p) is defined to be deg(F) + 
/?deg(C). Here deg9 and deg(E) are defined as usual using the Klhler class [w]: 
degW) = (cl(s), w> 
deg(x) = <PI, w>. 
A parabolic SL(2, C) bundle, hereafter often called just 6, is parabolic stable if every 
parabolic line bundle (9, /?) admitting a non-zero parabolic map j: F + d has negative 
parabolic degree. If every such 9 merely has non-positive parabolic degree, then d is 
semi-stable in the parabolic sense. The following conjecture, adapted from the folklore, was 
stated in [13]. 
Conjecture 8.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the irreducible anti- 
self-dual connections in the moduli space M&(X, C) (defined using the Kahler metric) and 
the stable parabolic bundles (8, _Y, a) with c2(&)[X] = k and ci(Y)[Z] = - 1. 
Some remarks are in order concerning these definitions and the conjecture. First of all, 
the phrase ‘parabolic bundle’, though it now seems to be in common usage, is less accurate 
than the original terminology [17] which refers to a parabolic structure along C. For 
bundles of arbitrary rank, such a parabolic structure consists of a decreasing filtration of 
8]z together with an increasing sequence of weights, usually constrained to lie in the 
interval (0, l), though any open interval of length 1 would serve as well. For the SL(2, C) 
case, we find it tidier to use the interval (- 3,*); the line-subbundle LZ’ provides the filtration 
of d Ix, and the weights are effectively -a and a. In the general case, a map between 
parabolic bundles 6 and B is a holomorphic map j with the constraint that, if jlz is 
non-zero on any term in the filtration of 9, then j maps this term into a term of the filtration 
of 8 whose weight is at least as large. (The condition that the weights lie in an interval of 
length 1 could be dropped if we altered this definition appropriately.) 
In our SL(2, C) case, the weight a will usually be fixed in advance, so the difference 
between quasi-parabolic and parabolic structures disappears. It is also convenient hen to 
note that, when testing the stability of (8, U), it is sufficient to consider parabolic line 
bundle (9, p) with weight /3 = f a (because the degree of E is a positive quantity, so we 
should only consider the largest possible /J for each j). So we can reformulate the test for 
stability as follows. Given a (quasi-) parabolic pair (8, U) and a map j: 9 + d from an 
(ordinary) holomorphic line bundle 9, define the a-degree of 9, or more properly of the 
pair (9, j), to be 
a-deg(,?P) = degF f a(o, [C] ), (8.2) 
where the sign is + if jlz maps 9 into Y and - otherwise. Then we define (8, U) to be 
a-stable if the a-degree of every (9, j) is negative. 
The conjecture is stated rather loosely because, without a little more exposition, we are 
not in a position to state how the correspondence is supposed to go, even in one direction. 
Although we shall not prove the conjecture, we shall prove a version sufficient for our 
needs, and in section 9 we shall apply this to the ruled surface. The conjecture above was 
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formulated with a smooth metric in mind, but it can be stated also for a cone-like KPhier 
metric. We shall prove the result in the special case that the cone-angle is 2njv for some v E N 
and the weight a is a rational number a/v with denominator v. Such a path was followed in 
[S] for the case of complex dimension 1, and more recently for complex dimension 2 in [20] 
and [18]; our results here are phrased only for SU(2) connections and are, therefore, a little 
less general. 
The correspondent goes in two steps. First, for a = a/v, the moduli space M” is can be 
regarded as a moduli space of orbifold connections, so by applying an orbifold version of 
the theorems of Donaldson et al. on the Hermitian Yang-Mills equations [2], we obtain 
a correspondence between Ma and a moduli space of stable bundles on an orbifold; there is 
really no new work to be done here (see also [20]). The second step is to show that orbifold 
holomorphic bundles can be identified with parabolic bundles in a way which preserves 
stability (see also [18]). 
This second step is basically elementary (the correspondence is local and quite straight- 
forward), but some care is required to set things up properly, for otherwise the local 
distinction between the orbifold and parabolic viewpoints is liable to melt away. To begin 
with, therefore, we should clarify what is meant by a holomorphic bundle on a Rlihler 
orbifold. Up until this point, we have been content to think of an orbifold rather loosely as 
a manifold with a singular geometry; now we must be more pedantic. 
One more remark is appropriate here. The identification of two moduli spaces of twisted 
anti-self-dual connections, noted in [14] as equation (2.16), is well-known in the literature 
on parabolic bundles, where it results from an ‘elementary modification’ along Y and is 
part of the so-called ‘Hecke correspondence’. In the context of the twisted connections, we 
refer to this identification as a ‘flip’. 
(ii) Orbifolds 
For our limited purposes, a complex o~~~~d (X, C) with a finite quotient singularity of 
order v along I; can be regarded as comprising the following data. We are given a compact 
hausdorff space X and a closed subset E. For each point of I: there is given an open 
neighbourhood U in X and an orbifold chart, which is a homeomorphism 
where 0 c C2 is an open subset on which the cyclic group Z, acts by 
(a, 2) H ($, ezw) 
in standard coordinates; the homeomorphism cp carries the locus Z = 0 onto tr n C. When 
V = U1 n U, is the intersection of the ranges of two such charts cpl and cpz, the identity map 
on V has given a lifting to a holomorphic Z,-equivariant map cp; ‘(I’) --) tp; ‘f V). However, 
these liftings need not satisfy a cocycle condition on triple overlaps, though such a condition 
is automatically satisfied modulo Z,. These orbifold charts give a complex manifold 
structure to iV \I: for some neighbourhood N; we require that X \C has a complex structure 
which extends this, given as usual by an atlas of ordinary charts. 
Because there is no cocycle condition on the lifts, the definition above does not mean 
that any neighbourhood N of I: is globally a quotient of a space r\i’ by Z,. The obstruction to 
finding such covering is the self-intersection umber Z * I: mod v. 
With any such orbifold X as above, we can associate a smooth complex surface X as 
follows. The underlying topological space of X is the same as that underlying X, and as 
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local complex coordinates on a patch U as above we take (w, z), where 
z = z”’ 
w = ic. 
A more invariant way to say this is to define a sheaf Og by declaring that the local sections 
on U are to be the &-invariant sections of the structure sheaf of v”. 
Generalizing the construction, we first define an orbifold sheaf 8 on X to be an 
assignment of a Z,-equivariant sheaf 80 to each local covering space r?, together with 
equivariant ransition isomorphisms which satisfy the cocycle condition up to the action of 
Z,. An example of such an orbifold sheaf is the structure sheaf Ox, which assigns to each 
local covering space 0 the sheaf 0 0. All our orbifold sheaves on X will be sheaves of 
Ox modules, in the obvious sense. We say that 8’ is locally free if each 00 is. 
Now to any orbifold sheaf d on X, we can associate an ordinary sheaf of ,&?‘) on X by 
saying that, for each open set U with local covering v”, 
P(J)” = (&)zv 
- the &-invariant part. Our previous definition of the structure sheaf 0~ amounts to 
saying that 0~ is p(Ox), and if 6 is an orbifold sheaf of Ox-modules then ~(8) is a sheaf of 
Ox modules in the ordinary sense. 
An important family of orbifold sheaves is the following. Let M be the orbifold sheaf on 
X which, on each local covering space v”, consists of the sections which are meromorphic 
with a pole only along C (if anywhere). For a > 0 an integer, define O(O) to be the subsheaf of 
JY consisting of sections which, on 0, have a pole of order not more than a. Similarly, define 
0(-O) to be those sections having a zero of order a or more. These orbifold sheaves are 
locally free of rank 1; thus O@) is locally generated on 0 by the section Z- a E &. They are 
all powers of O(l), and their definition provides inclusions O(‘@ c Lo@+‘). (In the case of 
complex dimension 1, the corresponding objects were called the orbifold point bundles in 
PI.) 
Applying the construction p to these orbifold sheaves, we find 
,U(O’“‘) = 0x for 0 I a c v, (8.3) 
since the invariant sections with a pole of order less than v are just the holomorphic (regular) 
sections, which are locally generated by 1 E.& on v”. Similarly, 
~(0’“‘) = fJ,[mZ] for mv I a < (m + l)v, (8.4) 
where Ox[mC] denotes the ordinary locally free sheaf associated with the divisor mC; the 
local generator on 6 is Ym”. 
On an orbifold, two locally free sheaves are not always locally isomorphic. Along Z:, the 
local invariant is the weight of the action of the generator of Z, on the fibres of the sheaf at 
the fixed points in the local covering spaces 0. For the sheaf O@‘, this means looking at the 
weight of the action on the local generating section Z-“; this weight is a, because the sections 
of .M are carried forward, not pulled back, by the group action. We see from this that O@) is 
locally isomorphic to 0@‘) when a = u’modv, though they are globally isomorphic only 
when a = a’. 
(iii) From orbifold bundles to parabolic bundles 
Let 9 be an orbifold line bundle on X, that is, a locally free sheaf of rank 1. From 9 we 
can obtain a sheaf on X by the construction p. We modify this construction slightly by first 
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tensoring 9 by the orbifold line bundle 0([v/21), where [v/2] is the integer part: we define 
p = p(F @ 0’[‘/21’). (8.5) 
(The reason for this slightly awkward shift is related to our decision that the weight of 
a parabolic line bundle should lie in [ - 3, )).) Locally, the orbifold bundle B is isomorphic 
to Otb) for some b. We fix the convention that b should lie in the interval 
- [v/2] I b < [v/2]. (8.6) 
This allows us to complete the following definition. 
DEFTNITION 8.7. We define a map from orbifold line bundles on X to parabolic line 
bundles on 8 by assigning to 9 the pair (g, b/v), where g is defined as in (8.5) and b is the 
local weight of the orbifold bundle, normalized to lie in the interval (8.6). 
This construction can be inverted. First, given any sheaf 9 on X, we can define an 
orbifold sheaf on X by pulling back g on the local covering spaces: that is, for each v” we 
take the sheaf cp*(Y Iv), using the branched covering cp: 0 + U. We will denote the 
resulting orbifold sheaf by rp * (9 ), slightly confusing this global construction with its local 
definition. In the case that g is a line bundle, the construction (p* does not invert the 
construction (8.7); for example, we can see that rp *(9) will always be an orbifold line bundle 
of local degree 0. The correct definition is to set 
9 = cp*(P) @ O@‘. (8.8) 
To verify that (8.5) and (8.8) are mutually inverse, suppose first that 9 is given and that 
$J is defined by (8.8). This 9 is then an orbifold line bundle of weight b. Applying the ‘bar’ 
construction (8.5), we form ~(9 @ 0([v’21)), which is 
P((P*(~) 0 @“‘), (8.9) 
with c = b + [v/2], so that 0 I c I v. To see that this is isomorphic to 5, we start with the 
fact that there is a natural isomorphism 9 -P p((p*(@)), which is an immediate result of the 
definitions. Then we note that, for c in the given range, the natural inclusion 0 c Co@) gives 
an equality p(O) = p(cO@‘). This situation is a local model for the natural inclusion 
P(cp*(~)) = &P*(g) @ fl@))Y 
which must therefore be an equality also. So (8.9) is indeed isomorphic to 9. 
Now consider the other direction: let B be an orbifold line bundle of weight b, define 
@ by (8.5) and then apply the construction (8.8) to 9 to form the line bundle 
Q = cp*(p(8 @ U’[“2”)) @ Ocb). 
In general, cp*(,~(s)) can be identified with the @,-module which is generated, on each v”, 
by the invariant sections of 9. There is therefore a natural inclusion cp *(p(P)) + 9, and 
hence in our case a map 
Since b + [v/2] is positive, 9 is a subsheaf of the orbifold sheaf on the right-hand side. This 
subsheaf is precisely the image of E, as one can verify locally by considering the case 
5 = OCb’, where ‘p*(p(F @ O(tv’*l) ) is equal to ‘p*(cOg), which is Ox. This completes the 
verification that the two constructions are mutually inverse. 
The correspondence defined by (8.7) is functorial, as is the inverse construction. This is 
manifest when the line-bundles involved all have the same weight. When the weights are 
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different, suppose (to take just one of two directions) that 8: (.@r,fi,)-+ (.@Z,/12) is a map 
between parabolic line bundles, with fii = hi/v. If bI 5 b2 then O(*l) c 0fb2), and so 8 induces 
a natural map 
cp*(gJ @I O(*l) 3 (p*(g*) @ e)@B)cj rp*(&) @ 0(*2), 
as required. If bI > b2 then the definition of map in the parabolic setting requires that 
0 should vanish along Z in X. The first map 0’ above is still there in this case, but its image 
lies in the subsheaf 
and this is contained in cp*(gZ) @ Otb2) now, because b2 > bI - v. So in either case we obtain 
a map between the corresponding orbifold bundles as defined by (8.8). To summarize, then: 
PROPOSITION 8.10. The correspondence (8.7) is invertible andfunctorial,jkom the category 
of orbifold line bundles to the category of parabolic line bundles whose weights are rational 
with denominator v. 0 
We can now repeat these constructions with vector bundles in place of line bundles. Let 
~3 be an orbifold SL(2, C) bundle: a locally free orbifold Ox module of rank 2, with 
A2 d E OX. Locally, such bundle is isomorphic to O(‘@  0(-O) for some a which can be taken 
to be an integer in the interval [0, v/2]. We will ask for slightly more, namely that a lie in the 
interval 
0 < a < [v/2]. 
Applying the bar construction to d we define a sheaf d on x by 
8 = p(& @J @“*I’). 
(8.11) 
This sheaf is locally free of rank 2; locally, this observation reduces to the line bundle case 
considered above. The inclusion of Q in O(tv’zl) gives a map of rank 2 vector bundles 
I:/@)+ fE (8.12) 
We define 9 c 6lr to be the subsheaf which is the image of ilr. 
LEMMA 8.13. The vector bundle d on x has A’(6) = 0. The sheaf 8 on C is a line 
subbundle of dir. 
Proof: On x\E we can trivialize A*(6) by identifying it with A2(S). We must check that the 
trivialization extends across Z. The extension is a local question, so we may treat the case 
that d = O@) @ O’-“‘, regarded as a subsheaf of _M @ A. A local trivialization of 8 is given 
by the two sections el = (z’-a,O) and e2 = (O,.?“). On the other hand 
/@ @ ~‘Wl)) = &7(a+Wl) @ @$a+b/zl)) 
which is locally generated by (LO) and (0,l). The extension of the trivialization of A2 results 
from the fact that el A e2 = (1,0) A (0,l). The same local picture gives 
p(b) = ,U(O’“’ @ o’-“‘) 
=Ox@‘x[-Z], 
which shows that 9 is locally OX Q3 (0) c OX 8 Ox. Thus 9’ is a line sub-bundle. 0 
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The Lemma allows us to make the following definition: 
DEFINITION 8.14. To an orbifold SL(2,C) bundle d with local weight a in the range - - 
(8.1 l), we assign the parabolic bundle (b,64, u/v) on X, where d = p(d @I 0(tv’21)) and _%’ is 
the image of the map 11~ in (8.12). 
- - 
We next describe a construction which goes in the opposite direction. Let (&,.9, a) be 
a parabolic bundle with a = a/v and 0 < a < [v/2]. Let U t 8 be a coordinate patch with 
local covering cp : l? + U. Extend _$? to the neighbourhood U and choose an isomorphism 
d”=9V@+. (8.15) 
Define an orbifold sheaf I upstairs by the local recipe 
&a = p*(P) @I o@) @ cp*@ -1) @I @I(-@. (8.16) 
This is naturally a subsheaf of cp*@) @I A, the space of meromorphic sections of q*(6). We 
shall show that, as such, it is independent of the choice of decomposition (8.15). From this it 
will follow that the sheaves defined by the local recipe fit together to define an orbifold sheaf 
on X. 
So suppose we have another decomposition 
8” = 8’ @(P’)_’ 
with 8’lx = Plx. Let ZI and & be local generating sections for 8 and 8 -r on U, and let 
Z> and Z> define 9’ and (8’)-‘, all regarded as subsheaves of 8. Let d be defined by (8.16), 
and b’ similarly. As a subsheaf of cp*(i) @ A, the former sheaf is generated by the sections 
er = rp*(El)z -I( 
e2 = cp*(Z2)z”‘, 
with similar generators e; and e; for 8’. Since Zl and Z; both generate the same line bundle 
on Z, their spans agree to first order near C; that is, if z is the coordinate on U vanishing on 
IZ, then we can write 
Zl =j-1& + zg,ez 
2; = fi& + 9222, 
with fi and g2 non-vanishing on C and all four functions regular. We can then pull back to 
8, where z = z”‘, to obtain 
e; = fl el + z”y-2crgle2 
e; = 2”2af2el + g2e2. 
Since .c?‘-~~ is regular, this shows that the e: are in the O-module generated by the ei, so 
b’ t 8. The reverse inclusion holds too, so &’ is independent of the choices made. 
That these two constructions are mutually inverse is a fact whose verification quickly 
comes down to a local question, which in turn reduces to the case of line bundles treated 
above. This establishes: 
PROPOSITION 8.17. The correspondence dejned in (8.11) is a one-to-one correspondence 
between isomorophism classes of orbifold SL42,@) bundles on X with local weight a in the 
range (8.11) and parabolic bundles on X with weight a = u/v. cl 
This proposition, and its predecessors, are also proved in a rather more general context in 
CW. 
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The last of the correspondences which we need to trace is that between the inclusions of 
line bundles, in the orbifold and parabolic settings: 
PROPOSITION 8.18. Let d and .F be an orbfold SL(2, C) bundle and an orbi$old line bundle - - 
on X, and let (8, Y, a) and (.@, /3) be the corresponding parabolic bundles. Then there is a one- 
to-one correspondence between the maps of the orbifold bundles j: 9 + 8 and the maps of 
- - 
parabolic bundles J (.@, fl) + (b,8, a). 
Proof Given j, there is naturally induced a map of holomorphic bundles 
1: .@ = /Ju(g @ @“21’) + pL(& @ @‘[“21’) = 8, 
We only have to check that this satisfies the parabolic constraints: namely that J Ix is zero if 
/I > a and maps Pinto 9 if fi > - a. Since this is a local matter, it reduces immediately to 
the case that 8’ is a sum of line bundles, which presents no problem. The reverse construc- 
tion is similar, and again reduces to the line bundle case considered earlier. 0 
(iv) Stability and moduli spaces 
The notion of stability rests on the notion of degree. Let us suppose that the orbifold 
X is given an orbifold Kahler metric: an orbifold form o represented by a smooth invariant 
metric on each of the local covering spaces. Then, for an orbifold line bundle .F and X, we 
can define the orbifold degree by choosing an orbifold connection, calculating the first 
Chern form cl(.F) (which is an orbifold form, in the sense that it is represented locally by 
invariant forms on the local coverings), and then evaluating the integral: 
deg@ = SC~(~)AO. 
X 
(The integral of an orbifold form supported in a patch U is defined to be l/v times the 
ordinary integral on the covering v”; the definition is extended using a partition of unity.) An 
orbifold SL(2, C) bundle 8 is then said to be stable if the orbifold degree of every orbifold 
line bundle .!F admitting a non-zero map to 6 is negative. 
The orbifold Kahler form on X descends to give a Kahler form ii, on the complement of 
C in X; this metric has a cone-like singularity along E. Although singular, it defines an 
ordinary cohomology class on X, and so allows us to define the degree of line bundles, and 
hence the parabolic degree, by the formula discussed earlier: 
deg(.@, /I) = deg(g) + /?deg(C) 
= <Cl@9 co1 > + B(Pl, co1 >. 
Remark. In the holomorphic setting, one way to see that orbifold forms define ordinary 
cohomology is to go via the Tech cohomology. The orbifold forms calculate the orbifold 
Dolbeault cohomology, which can be calculated also as sheaf cohomology groups. On the 
other hand, for any sheaf 8, the orbifold sheaf coholmology groups are, almost tauto- 
logically, the ordinary sheaf cohomology groups of cl(J) on R, because local invariant 
sections of d are just sections of ~(8). 
Another point to note is that the cone-like metric determined by 6 on the smooth 
manifold X does not quite follow our usual pattern. The smooth structure on X is 
determined by the complex coordinates (z, w), with z = 7. If we write z = reiO, then the sort 
of cone-like metrics considered up until now have been modelled on dr2 + (l/v2)d0’ in the 
normal plane. The metric determined by ii, on the other hand is locally modelled on 
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d(r1’v)2 + (l/~~)d0~. The two local models are isometric, but the isometry, which is a dif- 
feomorphism of 8\C, does not extend smoothly to 8. For the gauge theory on _%\ZZ with 
which we are concerned, this change of coordinates is immaterial. 
LEMMA 8.19. The correspondence (8.7) between orbifold line bundles and parabolic line 
bundles preserves degree. 
Proof Let 9 be an orbifold line bundle of local weight b, and let (@,/?) be the 
corresponding parabolic object. We have to prove the formula 
deg,F = degxg + (b/v)degxZ, 
where on the left we have the degree on the orbifold and on the right the first term is the 
ordinary degree of the line bundle 9. The definitions immediately give 
deg, q*(g) = degx @. 
Applying this to the special case of the line bundle O[Z] on 8, we obtain 
deg&v) = degnC, and hence 
deg, O(*) = (b/v) dega C. 
Finally, using the formula (8.8), we obtain the desired result: 
deg, 9 = degx(cp*(.@) @I 0(*)) 
= degxcp*(g) + deg,O(*) 
= degx@ + (b/v) degx C. 
Combining Lemma 8.19 and Proposition 8.18 we obtain: 
0 
PROPOSITION 8.20 [18]. 7’he correspondence (8.14) between orbifold SL(2,C) bundles and 
parabolic SL(2, C) bundles preserves stability and semi-stability. 0 
We now reach our main goal: a version of Conjecture 8.1 for cone-like Klhler metrics. 
THEOREM 8.21 [18]. Let _J? be, as above a complex surface with a Kiihler form 6, having 
a cone-like singularity along E with cone-angle 211/v. Then there is a one-to-one correspond- 
ence between: 
(i) the set of irreducible connections in the moduli space Mf,,(8, E) of a-twisted connections, 
unit-self-dual with respect to the cone-like metric determined by 6, with holonomy parameter 
a = a/v; and 
(ii) the set of stable parabolic SL(2, C) bundles (#,p, a) on x, with the same weight a, 
satisfying c2(d) = k and ~~(9)) = - 1. 
Proof: For weight a = a/v, the moduli space M;,, coincides with the moduli space of 
anti-self-dual orbifold connections on X, a fact we have exploited before. Next, because we 
can treat the hermitian Yang-Mills equations in an orbifold setting, the irreducible orbifold 
anti-self-dual connections on X are in one-to-one correspondence with the orbifold stable 
bundles. For example, one can follow the proof for Kiihler surfaces given in [6]; this is 
carried out in [20]. Finally, by (8.20), orbifold stable bundles on X correspond to parabolic 
stable bundles on X. 
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It remains to check that we have the correct definition of k and I, which means showing 
that /I and 2 have the same topological type as the bundles E and L which went into the 
definition of the space of connections d” k,l. This slightly awkward exercise is left to the 
reader. 0 
To complete the picture of the correspondence between twisted connections and 
parabolic bundles, we need to discuss their deformation theory briefly. Given a parabolic - - 
bundle (8, 9, a), let End, 8 denote the sheaf of trace-free ndomorphisms of the bundle 8 on 
8, and let Y denote the subsheaf consisting of those endomorphisms which preserve the 
line bundle 9 on C; thus .F appears as the kernel in the short exact sequence 
(8.22) 
in which the third term arises as Hom(_V,J/Y). This is the sheaf appropriate to the 
description of the deformation theory of parabolic bundles, as the next proposition makes 
clear. 
PROPOSITION 8.23. In the situation of Theorem 8.21, the irreducible part of the moduli 
space Mg,t has the structure of a complex analytic variety. If [A] EM;,‘, is an irreducible 
anti-self-dual connection, then the cohomology groups H), and Hi in its deformation complex 
are isomorphic to the sheaf cohomology groups H’ (8,s) and H2(X, .F) for the corresponding 
parabolic object, and as a complex-analytic space, M f,, is modelled on the zero-set of an 
analytic map $ : H’(d, F) -+ H2(8, F) in the neighbourhood of zero. Under the correspond- 
ence described in (8.21), the family of parabolic bundles parametrized by $- ’ (0) is a complex 
analytic family. 
Proof Again, the orbifold is a stepping stone. If 8’ is the orbifold holomorphic bundle 
corresponding to A, we can follow Kuranishi’s construction in the orbifold setting and 
construct a universal deformation of I parametrized by a space K which is the zero-set of 
a complex analytic map $ from a neighbourhood of zero in Ho9’(X,End,6) to 
H’*‘(X, End,&). These orbifold Dolbeault groups are isomorphic to Hi and Hi by the 
orbifold version of the Hodge theory, and under this isomorphism the Kuranishi families 
for the anti-self-dual and holomorphic objects coincide (see [6] for a discussion). Since the 
‘bar’ construction which takes orbifold holomorphic bundles to parabolic bundles can be 
applied to families, there is a universal complex-analytic deformation of the quasi-parabolic 
bundle (& 8) parametrized by the same space K. Our main concern is to identify the 
orbifold Dolbeault groups H’*‘(X, End,&‘) with the sheaf cohomology groups Hi@, 9). 
By the Dolbeault theorem on the orbifold, the groups Ho3’(X, End,&) are isomorphic to 
the Tech groups on the orbifold, H’(X, End,&). Since the Tech groups are made from local 
invariant sections, they can be identified with the Tech groups of p(End,&), a fact we have 
mentioned before. So it remains to show that 
,u(End,b) = Y. 
Certainly u(End,b) is a subsheaf of End,@) @I A, as is F; so to verify that they coincide it 
is sufficient to take a local case, where 8 = x @ 37’ and .Y z O(O). Here 
p(End,b) = u(x2 $0 0 X-‘) 
= #P”’ @ 0 @ o’- 20)) 
=o~ooo[-c] 
= P@l9@(3)-2[ - C]. 
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On the other hand, End,8 is X2 @ 0 @ 5 -‘, and the subsheaf preserving 2 = $1x is the 
same as that above. 0 
9. PARABOLIC BUNDLES ON THE RULED SURFACE 
(i) An index of a family 
We begin with an important proposition concerning line subbundles of vector bundles 
on a curve. It is the origin of the non-vanishing of the invariants qk,l. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let d + C be a stable SL(2, C) bundle over a curve E of odd genus. Then 
8 has a line-subbundle Y of degree -l’forsomel’withO<l’<l=~(2g-2). 
Proof: Let J be the Jacobian torus parametrizing line bundles of degree - 1, and 
consider the family of bundles Y-’ @I 8, as _Y’ runs around K. The total bundle of this 
family is PI 8 8, where 9 is the Poincarb line bundle over J x 2=, with degree 1 on C. For 
fixed 2, we obtain the holomorphic Euler characteristic from the Riemann-Roth theorem: 
h”(9-’ @I 6’) - h’(9-’ @ 8) = 21- 2(g - 1) 
= - (9 - l), 
so if ho vanishes for all _Y then the index e of the family, in the K-theory K(J), is - [V], 
where V is a vector bundle of rank (g - 1). In particular the gth Chern class C& - rr) 
vanishes. However, calculating with the index theorem for families (the Grothen- 
dieck-Riemann-Roth theorem in this case), gives c,( - a) = f 2#, as we shall see shortly. 
From this we conclude that for at least one 5%’ of degree 1, the bundle .%‘- ’ @I 8’ has 
a section. If the section is nowhere zero, then Y is a sub-bundle of 6; if the section vanishes 
at a divisor [D], then s[D] is a subbundle. In any case, 6 has a subbundle of degree - 1’ for 
some I’ I 1. The fact that I’ > 0 is a consequence of our assumption that d is stable (which is 
not used otherwise). 
To finish the proof, we give the calculation of the index of the family. We may as well 
take d to be the trivial bundle 6 $0; the index e for the family B, @ 8 will be twice the 
index for the family B1, say c = 22 in K(J). The index theorem gives: 
ch(a) = 2ch(r) 
= 2ch(&)Td(X)/[C] 
= 2ch(%(l - (9 - GNC~I, 
where o is the generator of H2(E). Let tli, pi be standard generators for H’(X) and let ai, bi be 
dual generators for Z-Z’(J). In terms of these generators, the first Chern class of the Poincare 
bundle can be expressed 
Cl(Bl) = lw + & 
where 
We calculate 
E = C(ai-ai + bi-ji). 
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and a3 = 0. So we get 
ch(8,) = 1 + (lo + E) - (O--0). 
Putting this into the index formula we obtain 
ch(r) = I- (g - 1) - 0, 
and so 
ch( - 0) = 2(g - 1 - I) + 20 
= (g - 1) + 20. 
Extracting the Chern classes from this Chern character, we find 
c,( - a) = 0 f o’, 
and so 
This completes the proof of the Proposition. 0 
(ii) Classification of parabolic bundles 
Let (X, Z) again denote the standard ruled surface, with E embedded as the zero-section, 
having odd genus g and positive self-intersection umber n. We can give X the structure of 
a complex algebraic variety, so that Z is a holomorphic curve, as is the section Z’ at infinity, 
and the fibres are complex projective lines. Fix such a structure, and let o. be a smooth 
KPhler metric on X. In Appendix 2, we will show how, given any integer v, the metric w. can 
be modified to a metric w which is equal to o. outside a fixed tubular neighbourhood of E, 
defines the same cohomology class as mo, but has a cone-like singularity along Z with 
cone-angle 2+, so that the metric is smooth and non-degenerate on local v-fold complex 
branched covering spaces. 
Let a, be the quantity given in the proof of (4.13), depending only on g and n, and let al 
be the quantity given in Lemma 7.6, depending only on the geometry of the KHhler metric 
w. in the neighbourhood of Z’. Since the cone-like metric w, for any v is equal to w. except 
near E, the same al will serve for all these metrics, Fix an a less than both a, and al. Fix 
a v so large that the conclusion of the stronger compactness result (2.12) holds for an 
interval I containing a. Increasing v somewhat, and shifting a a little, we can arrange 
additionally that a is rational with denominator v, say a = u/v. Let o be the cone-like metric 
of the sort promised in the previous paragraph, for this chosen value of v. We shall examine 
the invariant F of (7.8) using this metric: our aim will be 
PROPOSITION 9.2. For the Kiihler metric CI.I and a as just described, the moduli spaces 
M&(X, IZ) are regular for I’ I 1, so allowing us to use them to calculate the invariant l?. For 
this metric the value of r is non-zero. 
COROLLARY 9.3. The invariant peel is non-zero. 
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Proofofthe corollary. Lemma 7.10 would make this clear at once if it were not that the 
sort of metric being considered there is not the Kahler metric w, but rather a metric gR with 
a cylindrical neck of length R. However, we are free to arrange that the cylindrical metric 
agrees with the Ktihler metric in a neighbourhood N’ of C’; and we can therefore suppose 
that the two metrics are joined by a path along which the metric on N’ does not change. The 
value of a1 can therefore be taken to be constant on the path, so ensuring that it never dips 
below a. By Lemma 7.9 then, the value of r is constant on the path. q 
With this corollary, the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete, so we must now address 
Proposition 9.2. After that, we shall return and prove the sharper result announced in the 
introduction, namely that po,r is 2g. 
Because the metric o is of orbifold type and a is rational, we can appeal to Theorem 8.21 
to identify M”,,,, with a moduli space of parabolic bundles on the complex pair (X, Z). (The 
complex surface X with its singular metric is now filling the role played by the manifold 8 in 
the previous section.) The problem comes down to classifying the stable parabolic bundles 
(8, dp) of weight a on (X, E), for the Kahler class [o]. 
From now on only the cohomology class of o is material. Since b+(X) = 1, the space 
s+ is spanned by w, and as in (7.3) we therefore write 
cm1 = 4Pl + tCf-lL (9.4) 
for some t E R. Since the integrals of o on the complex curves F and C’ must both be 
positive, 1 and t are greater than zero. Since a is fixed, we shall drop the distinction between 
quasi-parabolic and parabolic structures: as explained in section 8(i), given a map j : 9 -+ 8 
from an ordinary line bundle 9, we define the a-degree of 9 by the formula (8.2), and define 
d to be cc-stable if this is always negative. The hypothesis that a is less than c1i s used only in 
the form of its corollary: 
(n + t)a < 1. (9.5) 
To see this inequality, note that, when a < ai the moduli spaces M”,,,, contain no reducible 
connections (this is a consequence of (7.6)). Applying the criterion of Lemma 7.4 with I’ = 1 
we obtain (9.5). 
The two lemmas which follow confirm our intuition that, for c1 small, a-stability of 
(J,U) is a condition not far removed from the ordinary stability of b. 
LEMMA 9.6. Zf (8, U) is u-stable for some a with u(n + t) < 1, then 8 is actually semi-stable 
in the ordinary sense, and it is the pull-back of a semi-stable bundle on C. 
Proof If d is strictly stable as an ordinary bundle, then it has a flat connection, so is 
certainly pulled back from E. Suppose therefore that 8 is not strictly stable. Let i: 9 + 8 be 
a non-zero map from a line-bundle 9 of non-negative degree. We may assume i vanishes 
only at points. Since (8, 2) is u-stable, the cc-degree of 9 is less than 0. We therefore have 
0 I degg < adeg(C). 
If we write the Chern class off as cl (9) = a[E] + b [F], then these two conditions on the 
degree say that 
(n + t)a + b 2 0 (9.7) 
(n + t)a + b < a(n + t). (9.8) 
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In general, when a map i vanishes at points, we have a formula for ~~(8) as 
cz(4 = - c&s=)* + m, (9.9) 
where m is the number of zeros of i, counted with their (positive) multiplicities. Since ~~(8’) is 
zero, a further constraint on 4t is that c:(s) > 0. This can be expressed as 
na2 + 2ab 2 0. (9.10) 
Now a cannot be negative, for if it were than (9.10) would give - na - 2b 2 0, and using 
this to eliminate b from (9.7) would then give (in + t)a 2 0, which is impossible if a < 0. 
So it must be that a r 0 and (9.10) now gives 
plu + 2b > 0, 
which we can use to eliminate b from (9.8). This gives us 
(n/2 + t)a < a(n + t), 
which implies that a < 1. So a must be zero, and (9.7) and (9.8) now give 
0 I b < ~(n + t)_ 
By hypothesis, a(n + t) is less than 1, so b must also be zero. 
The result is that cl(s) = 0, and fl must therefore be a flat line bundle pulled back from 
2:. Counting Chern classes in (9.9) shows that i vanishes nowhere, so eP is an extension 
Finally, to show that d is pulled back from C, we must show that the group H’(X,F2) 
which classifies these extensions is pulled back from Z too. This follows from the spectral 
sequence of the fibration: because the bundle is trivial, there is no H’ on the fibres, and 
H’(X, 92) = H’(C, P). 5 
LEMMA 9.11. Suppose (8, 3) is a puruboli~ pair with invuria~~s a before, and suppose that 
8 is semistable as an ordinary bundle. Then (8, 9) is cr-stable as a parabolic bundle for all 
a with a(n + t) < 1. 
Proo& This is very similar to the last Lemma. If the pair is not E-stable then there is 
a destabilizing i: P + 8 whose ordinary degree satisfies 
- adeg(Z) c deg(9) 5 0, 
and cl (g)2 2 0. So - cl (9) satisfies the same inequalities as in (9.6) and we deduce as 
before that cl (,@) = 0. But now there is an extra point. In order to de-stabilize the parabolic 
pair while not destabil~ing I, it is ne~ssary that i should map 9 into A? along t; (otherwise 
we pick up the wrong sign in the definition (8.2) of the or-degree, so making ol-deg 9 less then 
deg9). This is impossible if cl(P) = 0, since 3’ has negative degree on C. So no such 
9 exists, and dp is m-stable. q 
COROLLARY 9.12. For the K~h~er metric, the rnod~l~ space M?J,~~ on ( W, E) can be ~dent~ed 
with the space of at1 pairs (CT,_%‘), where C is a semi-stuble bundle on C and 3’ is a line 
sub-bundle of degree - 1’. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the previous to two lemmas and Theorem 
8.21. 0 
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PROPOSITION 9.13. For all [A] E ME,,,, the obstruction space Hi in the anti-self-dual 
deformation complex vanishes; so the moduli space is regular. 
Proof: According to Proposition 8.23, the obstruction space is isomorphic to H2(X, 9). 
The short exact sequence defining F gives a long exact sequence 
.ee --* H’(X, End,,&) + H’(C, _Yw2) + H2( W, LIT) + H2(X, End0 8) + ... . 
Because d is pulled back from Z (9.6) with spheres as fibres, its cohomology groups on X are 
just the pull-backs of its cohomology groups on Z (see the proof of (9.6)). In particular, 
H’(X,Endab) vanishes and the map H’(X,End&)+ H’(Z,.Y-2) is onto. So H2(X,Y) 
vanishes. q 
We can now consider two maps from the compactified moduli space &&, with 
I= i(2g - 2), to a,“,, (the space of connections on Z’ which are irreducible or reducible of 
degree 0). On the one hand there is the usual restriction map 
considered previously at (7.7) and used to define the invariant I at (7.8). On the other hand, 
we can identify the moduli space as a space of parabolic bundles and so restrict the 
holomorphic bundles Q to Z’; by (9.12) this forgetful map maps the moduli space i@e,, to the 
moduli space of semi-stable bundles, .Mss(Y). This in turn can be identified with the moduli 
space ofJut SU(2) connections over C’, so giving a map 
The nature of the correspondence between MS and Mflar means that these two maps are 
homotopic. Indeed, because the restriction of each bundle to C’ is semistable, the image of 
the restriction map p is contained in W”“, the semi-stable set in W”, and the heat-flow defines 
a retraction of W”” onto Mflat: this heat-flow realizes the isomorphism between Mflat and MS 
(see [6] for example), and defines the homotopy from ,!j to 0. 
Recall now that I is the degree of p[&&], measured using the fundamental 2-dimen- 
sional class ,@‘), while A was defined to be the degree of Mfla,. The latter is non-zero 
because, for example, it is related to the degree of a projective embedding of Mfla,. The 
homotopy between p and CJ means that I = PA, where p is the degree of the map 
6’ : w,,, + d#P(C’) (9.14) 
given by restricting the complex bundles. By (9.13), the lower strata in the compactification 
of M”,,, have dimension strictly less than 6g - 6, so we can choose a point of y/iss which is 
not in their image. The inverse image of such a point is therefore a set of points in Md,,,, the 
smooth open stratum, and we can assume these are regular points 0’. This set of points is 
non-empty because, by Proposition 9.1, the map rr’ is surjective. Also, all points contribute 
+ 1 to the degree because, by Proposition 8.23, the map cr’ is holomorphic on the complex 
manifold M*,,,. The degree p is therefore strictly positive, and so I is non-zero. This 
completes the proof of Proposition 9.2, and with it Corollary 9.3 (also known as Theorem 
6.1), and finally Theorem 1.1 also. 0 
Remark. As it stands, the argument here rests on the fact that the ‘standard’ orientation 
of M”,,, defined in Appendix 2 coincides with its standard orientation as a complex manifold. 
Because these orientations are rather elusive, it is reassuring to observe that we can avoid 
this route. The point is that M$,, is connected (this is easy to demonstrate from its 
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description in terms of stable bundles), so even if the two orientations were not the same, 
they would simply differ by an overall change of sign: Proposition 9.2 would not be affected. 
(iii) Calculating po, , 
For completeness, we now refine Corollary 9.3 to show that po,) = 2g. The proof of 
Proposition 9.2 has shown that po,I is the degree of the map 0’ in (9.14). For a stable bundle 
8’ on E’, let S(b) denote its inverse image under 0’. From our identification of @o,l, we see 
that 
S(b)={dpI?&=C and 0 c - degL I I}. 
Our aim is therefore to prove 
PROPOSITION 9.15. For generic stable bundles 8, the set S(6) has exactly 2* elements. 
The origin of the number 2@ is in the proof of Proposition 9.1, but in order to carry out 
the argument we need some transversality results first. 
LEMMA 9.16. For generic stable bundles 8 on IS, the following conditions holdfor all 58 in 
S(8): 
(a) degY= -1; 
(b) dimHO(Y-’ @I 8) = 1; 
(c) the natural map H’(O)+ Hom(H”(_%-’ @ Q), H’(T-’ @ 8)) is onto. 
Proof: The content of (a) is that d does not lie in the image of the lower strata in the 
compactified moduli space wo,, under o’; we have already used the fact that the lower strata 
have dimension less than 6g - 6, from which this part of the Lemma follows. 
Assuming now that 8 is chosen so that (a) holds, consider (b). If the dimension here is 
2 or more, then there are two independent copies of $P as sub-bundles of 8. By projecting 
the first copy _!Z1 onto the quotient a/Y2 E Y-‘, one obtains a non-zero section of Tip-‘. 
So Ye2 lies in the theta divisor 0 in the Jacobian J,_i (since _Y has degree 
- 1 = - d(2g - 2)). We now count parameters to see the dimension of the family of 
bundles d which can be obtained as extensions 9 + 8’ + Y- ‘, with _Y2 E 0. Counting 
complex parameters, we have dim 0 = g - 1, and the extension class gives a point in 
P(H’(_!Z2)), which has dimension 2g - 3, by an application of Riemann Roth. This gives 
a total of 3g - 4, so the bundles d for which (b) fails are a set complex codimension at least 
one in the moduli space. 
Finally consider (c). We may assume that (a) and (b) both hold. In particular, under 
assumption (b), the inclusion of 9 in d generates Ho@-’ @ B), and (c) is then equivalent 
to the surjectivity of the map 
H’(O)-+ H’(Y’ @ 8) 
appearing in the cohomology sequence of the extension sequence 0 + 2-i @ 8 + _Ye2. 
This surjectivity is in turn equivalent o the vanishing of H’(_YZ-~), which again says that 
.Y-’ does not lie in the theta divisor. Thus (c) follows from the same parameter count as 
before. 0 
ProofofProposition 9.15. Fix an 8 satisfying the conditions of the Lemma; we will show 
that S(b) has 28 elements. As in the proof of Proposition 9.1, consider the family of bundles 
_Y- l @I 6 as 2 runs over the Jacobian torus Jel, and let (T be the index of the family of 
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operators 53-l @#, as an element of the K theory of the base. When _5? is not in S(8), we have 
ho@-’ @ 8) = 0 and h’(_Y-’ @ 8) = g - 1; by condition (b) of the Lemma, both ho and 
hi jump by one at each point of S(b), so at these points h’ = g. In the proof of (9.1) we used 
the fact that, if S(b) is empty, then cs( - B) = 0. Each point of S(8) makes a positive 
contribution to c,, and this contribution is equal to 1 provided that the family of aoperators 
is transverse to the set, S,, of operators of corank g in the space of Fredholm operators of 
index - (g - 1). Generally, if cp E S,, then the normal bundle to S, at cp is Hom(ker cp, coker 
cp), so in the case at hand, the transversality condition is exactly what is expressed in 
condition (c) of the Lemma: the space H’(0) is the tangent space to the Jacobian. Thus 
under the conditions of the Lemma, cg( - cr) is equal to the number of points in S(8). On the 
other hand, in the proof of (9.1) we calculated that cg( - a) = 2g. 0 
APPENDIX 1: TOPOLOGY OF THE CONFIGURATION SPACE AND ORIENTABILITY OF THE 
MODULI SPACE 
In this appendix we give a more detailed discussion of the topology of the configuration 
space Wk.,. There are two issues of interest to us here. The first is the orientability of the 
moduli space. In outline the argument is the same as in the untwisted case; see [4]. We 
determine the fundamental group of the configuration space and show directly that the 
determinant line bundle of the deformation complex is trivial on an explicit set of gener- 
ators. 
For a proper discussion of orientation of the moduli space we need to work with SO(3) 
bundles, or more precisely with U(2) bundles with fixed connection on their determinant 
line. For this section let E -+ X be a C2 bundle with determinant line bundle det(E) = c. 
Over Z we fix a decomposition of E as (C @ Lo) @ Ll . The adjoint bundle decomposes as 
gE = E $ .su where E is an oriented real 3-plane bundle and ~a is a real trivial bundle. We let 
&‘& denote the space of connections on E with fixed connection on .sR and a connection of 
the form given in [14], equation (2.14), with ff = Lo. Let ?& denote the corresponding 
group of special unitary automorphisms of E leaving &i,, invariant. We will fix k, 1 and a for 
the remainder of this appendix and usually drop the subscripts from the notation. 
We also will discuss a technical point about the p map in the twisted situation. In 
particular we are interested in showing that the p map p: H,(X”) + H2(Wk,l) factors 
through the inclusion H2(X0) + H2(X). (Recall that X0 denotes X\C.) 
(i) The topology of the gauge group 
Let 9r denote the subgroup of 3 consisting of those gauge transformation which are the 
identity over C. Also Let Br denote the space of gauge transformations of Lo + C. We give 
Qr the L4, topology where 4 is maximal with the property that the restriction L;(X) + L:(Z) 
is continuous, i.e. 2 - 4/p = 1 - 2/q. The restriction theorem (cf. Adams Cl]) tells us that for 
this choice of q the restriction has a continuous right inverse. 
Although we work with a smooth metric on X, everything we do here carries over to the 
cone-like, ‘orbifold’ context with only minor change in the details. 
LEMMA Al.l. There is an exact sequence 
l+Qx+gr,%,-+l. 
Proof: It is clear that QE is the kernel of r. To see that I is surjective we can argue as 
follows. Let s E %r be a gauge transformation, so s is an Yp”l map of C into S’. Then as a map 
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into SU(2) s is null homotopic and hence it extends to a map of a tubular neighbourhood 
N into SU(2) which is the identity in a neighbourhood of the boundary of N. Using the 
restriction theorem it is straightforward to see that the extension can be chosen to have the 
correct regularity. 0 
The group 9’ can be studied in the same fashion as in the untwisted case. Regarding the 
space of components we have 
PROPOSITION A1.2. There is an exact sequence 
zz + 71&9) A H3(X0; Z) --* 0. 
The jirst map is nonzero if and only $for all a E H,(X”; Z) we have 
(~,a) E (wz(TX),a) (mod 2). 
Proof According to Freed and Uhlenbeck [7], in the closed case the group of compo- 
nents of the gauge group can be identified with the group of framed bordism classes of one 
manifolds in X. We sketch a proof of this result in a setting that generalizes to the case of 
SO(3) bundles as well. First, a standard approximation argument shows that Y” is weakly 
homotopy equivalent o the space of smooth gauge transformations which are the identity 
over the neighbourhood N of C. We claim that no(@) is isomorphic to the group F of 
equivalence classes of pairs (y, 0) where y is a compact oriented l-dimensional submanifold 
of X” and 0 is an isomorphism of the normal bundle of y with El,. Two such pairs (y, @) and 
(y’, 0’) are equivalent if and only if there is a compact oriented 2-dimensional submanifold 
S c I x X” so that 8s = (0 x y) u - (1 x 7’) and so that the isomorphisms 0, CD’ extend to an 
isomorphism of the normal bundle to S in I x X” with I x El,. The group law on the set of 
equivalence classes is obtained from disjoint union of transverse representatives. 
The identification of ~(9’) with F is via the Thorn-Pontryagin construction as follows. 
Let q be the bundle whose sections are the special unitary automorphisms of E; so r] is 
a fibre bundle with fibre SU(2) and has two canonical sections corresponding to 
+ 1 E SU(2). Every section is homotopic to one which is transverse to - 1. Let 0 be such 
a section. Then the pre-image of - 1 is a smooth compact l-manifold y. The vertical 
tangent bundle to q along the section - 1 is canonicaly identified with E so the differential 
of the section defines an isomorphism 0 of the normal bundle to y with ,??I,. Furthermore 0, 
6’ are homotopic if and only if the corresponding pairs (y,(D) and (y’,(Y) are equivalent. 
Thus we are left with understanding the group F. Consider the map 
j:F+ H3(X0;Z) 
which assigns to an equivalence class of pairs (y, 0) the PoincarC dual to the homology class 
of y. It is straightfoward to check that this map is a surjective homomorphism. Along each 
circle in y there are two choices for the homotopy class of the isomorphism between the 
normal bundle and i? The kernel of j is represented by a null-homologous circle with either 
choice of homotopy class of isomorphism. As in Appendix C of [7], we can modify the null 
homology so that the framing will extend over the null homology if and only if there is 
a surface S in I x X” whose normal bundle v + S is not isomorphic to J?ls. The result now 
follows from the fact that SO(3) bundles over S are classified by their second 
Stiefel-Whitney class and that w2(v) = w2(7’X). cl 
In the case of an SU(2) bundle we can trivialize gE away from a point and the above 
construction identifies no(S) with the framed cobordism classes of l-manifolds. 
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The group Qr is simply the space of maps from C to U(1) hence its group of components 
is H’(Z; Z) and each component has the homotopy type of a circle. Thus we obtain the 
following exact sequence from the sequence of Lemma Al.1. 
H2(X) = q(&) 2 n&F) -+ 7ro(B) + H’(~) = 7cO(B~) + 0. 
Next we will compute the coboundary map in the above exact sequence. 
LEMMA A1.3. The composition jo 6 is equal to f 21 times the coboundary map 
6 : P(C) + W(X\E). 
Proof: A generator of rrl (9x) is the mapf: (Z x [O, 2n], C x (0, 11) --) (U(l), 1) given by 
~(cJ, t) = e”. To prove this lemma we find an extension offto X x [0,2x] as map to SU(2), so 
that the transverse pre-image of - 1 is a union of 21 compatibly oriented circles linking C. 
Over N, the bundle I? is isomorphic to eR $ L. (Recall that I= - 1/2(e(L), [El).) Let 
s: I2 + L be a transverse section with 21 zeroes and whose length is less than l/2. Let fi be 
a cutoff function which is zero outside the neighbourhood N of C and depends only on the 
distance from Z. Define the extension?first in a neighbourhood of N by the equation 
f”(x) = exp ( $(x)t 0 0 - i/?(x)t > exp(fi(x) (s 0 P) (x)). 
Here exp denotes the fibrewise exponential map from E E Ed @J L + E to the bundle 
q defined above, and p is the projection of N onto C. Next extendfas the identity away from 
N. By construction this section is transverse to - 1 and the pre-image of - 1 under this 
section are fibres of the circle bundle B- ‘(l/2) above the zeroes of s. 0 
Next we consider the quotient g;” of the gauge group $9” be its centre. Studying the exact 
sequence 
l-* +l=z(~)+Y+G+l 
yields the following Lemma. 
LEMMA A1.4. There is an exact sequence 
The map 1 is zero if and only if k is even. 
Proof The argument is exactly as in the untwisted case. q 
As in the usual case, the configuration space a& of irreducible connections is a classify- 
ing space for the group &, and the next task is to identify geometric representatives of
ni(W&) corresponding to the elements of no(gkk,r). For the case of the generators coming 
from $?x the situation is exactly as in the closed case. Thus one chooses a generating set 
C 1, . . . , Ck for H3(Xo) and one obtains corresponding enerators by dragging an instanton 
around the loops dual to these classes. An excision argument implies the determinant line is 
constant on these loops (see [4]). The case of the Z2 subgroup is handled by choosing a path 
in the space of gluing parameters from + 1 to - 1. Again the determinant line is constant 
on these loops. 
For the case of generators coming from H’(Z) the idea is similar. We take a generating 
set for H’(Z), say D 1, . . . , Dze. The corresponding generators for 7tI(9#*) are obtained by 
grafting a standard monopole at points on loops dual to these classes. By this we mean that, 
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for each point x of a loop y c Z:, we form a connection A’(x) in A$, as the sum A #J, where 
A E $!!I& _ 1 and J is a standard solution in M”,,, (S4,Sz); the resulting connection lives on 
(X, C) # (S4, S’), which we identify with (X, Z). First we check that these loops in Sz, I indeed 
generate the appropriate part of rcl. We can check this after restriction to ZZ where it reduces 
to the standard fact that the generators of xl(aL) are obtained by grafting a bundle with 
c1 = - 1 on S2 to a bundle with cl = - 1 + 1 at points on the dual loop. 
It remains to show that the determinant line bundle is trivial on these loops. If 
A’(x) E 9Jk,, is the result of the grafting described above, then the determinant lines of A and 
A’ are related by the equation 
where the first factor of OB comes from the scale parameter and the second comes from the 
tangent space to the gluing variable, a copy of S’ inside SU(2). This description shows 
immediately that the determinant line bundle is trivial if we drag the standard monopole 
around a loop in Z. 
(ii) Orienting the moduli space 
Having dealt with the orientability of the determinant line over Wk,l we now determine 
the minimal data necessary to orient the determinant line. Recall that in the untwisted case, 
to orient the moduli space of anti-self-dual connections on E, one needs first of all 
a homology orientation of X, that is an orientation for H’(X) $ H’(X) $ H+(X). The 
standard orientation is defined as follows. First one considers E’ = @ $ c where c = det(E). 
Now gE = E’ @ Ed. But the decomposition of E gives 8’ = .sW $ c. The determinant line 
splits accordingly and one uses the homology orientation on the trivial real factor and the 
complex orientation coming from the line bundle c to orient the determinant line. This 
orientation is then propogated by adding instantons to orient E [4]. For bundles E, E’ with 
and 
c,(E) - at:(E) = c,(E’) - ;tc:(E’) 
c,(E) = cI(E’) (mod 2) 
the corresponding moduli spaces are identified and their orientations compare via the sign 
( -. l)((c1(E)-c1(E’))‘2)2). In the case of an SU(2) bundle the standard orientation is the one 
induced from the decomposition of the trivial bundle E’ = 02 @ C. In the case where X is 
a Kahler manifold this orientation is the same as the complex orientation for a particular 
choice of homology orientation. (See [4] for a precise statement.) 
The situation in the twisted case is as follows. We again begin with the case of 
a connection A, on a bundle of the form E’ = C @ c and require our connections to respect 
the splitting on C; that is, in the notation of section 2(iv) of [14], we have c = R. Thus we are 
considering connections in W$,,, where k’ = - *[cl” and I’ = - i([c], C). The decomposi- 
tion E = sR @ c gives a decomposition of the connection A, as Triv $ B,. This in turn 
induces a decomposition of deformation complex 
0 + L;,**%Lq,&~Lp + 0 
as the direct sum of 
and 
0 --) w;(R) -%w;(R)%IV(R)+ 0. 
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(See [14-J, section 3, for the notation.) The presence of the holonomy parameter a makes the 
selection of precise conventions for the orientations a slightly different process from the 
usual case. To spell these out, the complex structure on c is such that the holonomy around 
positively oriented small circles linking C is exp( - Ltrrnia), nd the real summand is identified 
with Iw in such a way that the generator 1 acts with positive weight on c. (Note that E should 
be oriented at this point.) With these conventions, the first complex in the decomposition is 
oriented by the choice of a homology orientation. For the second complex, we give IC the 
opposite complex structure to that which it obtains through its identification with c, and we 
orient the cohomology using this complex structure. This determines an orientation of the 
determinant line which we can propagate to any a’& by adding instantons and monopoles. 
The reason we have chosen to give R the complex structure of c- ’ becomes clear when, 
following [4], we compare the orientation just defined with the natural complex orientation 
of the moduli space of parabolic bundles in the case that (X, t;) is a Kahler pair. For the 
parabolic bundles, the deformation theory is governed by the % complex coupled to the 
sheaf Y of (8.22). We can decompose Y as 
s=o@z-‘Q&q-C] 
where L$? is the sheaf of sections of c- ‘. The index of the &complex on these three 
summands are, respectively, 
- $(b+ - 6’ + 1) on 0 
-~(b+-b’+l)-$%-*(%+K,) on x-r 
- _-5(b+ - b1 + 1) - 2 1.%*(%+Kx)+21-(g- 1) on ,X[-C-1. 
These summands have their own complex orientations, but our chosen orientation differs 
from this complex orientation on the second summand. As in [4] therefore, granted the 
right convention on choosing a homology orientation on a Kahler surface, the orientation 
of the moduli space determined by the reducible connection differs from the complex 
orientation by the sign 
( _ 1)C”‘X + X’KKxlP 
Note that if we had given If the complex structure of c, we would also have a sign ( - 1)(g-1) 
in this formula. 
Now suppose we have bundles E and E’ with corresponding reductions along Z, say 
Elz = (C CD Lo) @ L1 and E’Ir = (C 8 Lb) @I L;. If c,(E) - 1/4cf(E) = c,(E’) - 1/4c#‘), 
c1 (E) = c1 (E’) (mod 2), and Lo = Lb then the corresponding moduli space are identified. In 
this case an excision argument and comparison with the complex orientation on a Ktihler 
surface, shows that the orientations compare just as in the closed case by the sign 
( _ 1)(fifEf-ct(E’f1/2fZ. 
In the case of SU(2) bundles, the line bundle c is trivial, and we take the procedure above 
as defining the standard orientations of the moduli spaces N$,JX,E), to be used in the 
definition of the invariants qk,l. 
There are two other comparisons which one can make for the orientations in the twisted 
case, First, an orientation of C was used in the above constructions, which is not otherwise 
needed in the definition of a, k and f. One can show that changing the orientation of 
I: changes the canonical orientation of the SU(2) moduli spaces by the sign ( - 1)(9-i). The 
second comparison is more subtle. Recall from [14], section 2(iv), that the SO(3) moduli 
space Mi;,,,, is identified with M”’ kp,lr,wp, where the “flipped” parameters are given by 
a’ = 3 - a, k = k + I- $52, P = jZ*X - I and w’ = w + [E] mod 2. In the special case 
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that [C] = 0 mod 2, these two moduli spaces are related by instanton and monopole 
additions and deformation of the parameter Q. In this sense then, one can ask whether the 
flip identification is orientation-preserving. Based on the above considerations, one may 
show that the flip preserves or reverses orientation according to the parity of the quantity 
$c.c - (g - 1). (A1.5) 
(An elementary calcdation shows that this quantity is always even in the case of a complex 
pair. This is as it should be, since the flip preserves the natural complex orientation.) 
In the proof of Theorem 1.1, it is important to be able to keep track of orientations 
through the course of the excision argument in section 5; this involves defining orientations 
for moduli spaces associated with manifolds with cylindrical ends, in such a way that the 
gluing construction respects these orientations. The presence of twisting, on the surface 
C makes no difference to these constructions, and we therefore refer to [16] or [IO] for 
examples of how this is done. 
(iii) Factoring the p map. 
We have seen that the moduli spaces of twisted connections define invariants qk,[ of the 
pair (X,x). From their definition, the 4 k,t are multilinear functions on HZ(Xo), but it is 
asserted in Theorem [2.13] that these factor through H,(X). The kernel of the map from 
H2(X0) to H’(X) comes from H,(Z) in the long exact sequence of the pair (X, X0). The 
following proposition is therefore what is needed to establish the assertion about the 
invariants. 
PROPOSITION A1.6. Let (X, C) be an admissible pair. Fix sl, _, . , sd E H2(XB) such that 
s1 E Im(6: H,(X, X”) + H,(X”)). Then qk,Jsl, . . . ,s,,) = 0. 
Proof: We begin with a Lemma. 
LEMMA A1.7. For all s E Im@:H,(X, X0)-+ H2(X0)) we haue p(s) = 0 in H2(Wk,I), 
Proof Fix a compact surface S c X” representing s. Consider the universal SO(3) 
bundle 4 = P x .d&/~3~., + X x L&. Just as in the untwisted case we have p(s) = 
- ~p~(~)/s E H’(,G@&). But s maps to 0 in Hz(X) and hence p(s) = 0. q 
Fix compact embedded submanifolds S1, . . . , S, representing the classes sl, . . . , s,,. We 
choose V1, V,, . . . , V, to be generic divisors on MkFl,= representing the restriction of 
@l), ... , ds2) to Mk,l,m so the compactness theorem implies that the intersection 
I= V,n ... n vd is a compact smooth oriented two manifold. Hence the signed number of 
points in V, n V, f-7 II. n t$ is equal to the evaluation +(sl), [I] ), as an honest pairing, 
and the result follows from the Lemma. q 
APPENDIX 2: CONK-LIKE SINGULARITIES IN K;iHLER METRICS 
Let X be a smooth, compact KHhler surface containing a smooth curve C. Let o. be any 
smooth KHhler metric on X. We wish to modify the metric oo, by adding a small term 
supported near 2, so that the new metric w has a cone-like singularity along C, with 
cone-angle 274~; we would like o to be of orbifold type, so that it is smooth and 
non-degenerate when pulled back to the local v-fold complex branched covering spaces. 
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Denote the line-bundle S [C] by L, and let e be a section of L vanishing along I;. Choose 
a hermitian metric h on L, and let p = h(e, e)* be the length of e. Fix v E IBI, and let cp = rziv. 
The function 9 is smooth on X\Z, and continuous on X. 
LEMMA A2.1. The (1, l)-form (1/2i)%Jcp on X\Z is bounded below; that is, comparing them 
as hermitian forms, we have 
.for some K. 
Proof: We calculate 
where F = (i/2)&r(r-‘&) is the curvature of the line bundle L with metric h, and M = r-l&. 
The first term is smooth on X, and is therefore bounded. The second term, though singular, 
is non-negative by virtue of its form. 0 
Now let j? be a cut-off function, equal to 1 in a tubular neighbourhood of Z, and equal to 
zero outside a slightly larger neighbourhood N. Put 
for some small positive constant 8. 
PROPOSITION A2.2. For all suficiently small E, the (l,l)-form CO is positive on X\Z The 
corresponding metric has an orbfold singularity along Z, in that if IZ :0 + U is the v-fold 
holomorphic branched covering of a neighbourhood U t X meeting 2, then the pull-back of 
o to 8 is a smooth, non-degenerate metric. The form co dejines the same cohomology class as 
w. in H’(X). 
Proof. The positivity of o for small E is a consequence of the Lemma. The pull-back of 
the section e is a section of z*(L) which vanishes to order v along Z. This pull-back therefore 
has a v-th root, rl, which is a section of (rt*L) t/“, The function v, therefore becomes lq12, which 
is smooth on r?. The metric ce is certainly smooth on 0 therefore. The non-degeneracy of 
IC*W is clear except at points of Z. So pick p E C, and choose complex coordinates (z, w) on 
U so that E is given by z = 0. We can also arrange that, at p, 
oo(p) = &(dfdz + dldw). 
If Z = zi”’ is the corresponding coordinate on 0, then cp = ~lZl~, where u is a smooth 
non-vanish~g function, so at the corresponding point p E 0 n I; we have 
O(p) = &(dGdw + da(i@12>)(p) 
= &(dtidw + tcCp)dFdZ) 
which is positive, as claimed. For the assertion about the cohomology class, it is sufficient o 
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take a 2-cycle T meeting C transversely and show that the integral of %@q) is zero on 
T A (X\Z); that is, we must verify Stokes’ theorem for this singular form. There is no 
difficulty here; the problem is supported near finitely many points of E:, and at each point we 
can pass to a local branched cover 0, on which /3q is smooth. 0 
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